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PREFACEI
This document is a research report. The contents are

intended for use by the federal government as a basis for

guiding local communities in developing and maintaining com-

munity shelter use plans. However, this report in itself does
not constitute such a plan, even for the City of Buston (the
pilot city upon which the research has been performed), be-
cause it wasonot within the scope of the study to develop

such a plan in every detail. Furthermore, the planning ap-
proach, techniques, and methodologies reported on within 0

this document should not be construed as being officially
advocated by the federal government. At such time as the

federal government might adopt portions of this document for a a

general use by local communities, official distribution of

those portions will be made from the Office of Civil Defense,

incorporated, probably, 4n the Federal Civil Defense Planning

Guide.
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The task of the current study, reported on in part in this document,

P~is~nti'f1ed "na3~sis of Community She ]ý r SA-tems." This task was per-

formed bW Suar~prd Resear4l institute iat the request of the Department

~' of Defensco Office of Civil Defense. Following is a bric-1 summrary of

the scopc of the tasA:

Identify and study i n depth th ie elements of complete community

shelter ~-Ooktems and associated supporting sýystems, including

detineation of functions 11laced upon local communitines in orl-
ganizifig, cstablishing arai' opV;;ating Such sVtens nll analys1ýis

of theIr performance capabilities. Preliminarily, e-mphas ýis

Aill be placed upon the deve lopmerlt , on :t short tCei"I lbaIl5.

of resommendations to solve problems of communities in planning`

for use of the shelters identi fied and stocked in the Na!. jon il

Fallout She 11cr Survey, Marking. and S tocking Prograim...

Because the scope of the study is cx trendyv broad, the Lakwas div id. d

into parts. A ma~of- part was to deve lop a pla~nning" gu ide to asitIIId i4
vidual communit~jes in de~loping and placing in op~erationail readines>ýý a

shelter use plan~.. Thl's guide , to be prepa red or ginia liN hy the- I zisýt f;Ftc
will b)e incorporated in the Federal Civil Defenseý( ) , flanning',iI. to i

pbbllshed and distrih*tcd by the Office of Civil Defens-e (OCI)) ro pl-t
pare such a gtaidc% research was conducted to de ter~mi ne tappro0prVaLt tp-
pratncbes and methods for developing aI she [ter use;( jean11. .\s; [0(-1005 '1-ted 1).%

OCU to obtain a btpader definition of the problem, svr eie o

were used to Rve lop plans for 1 IsoŽvera I cities. Sc let-tionl of the tc eam,

and the pi ot cities is discussed inl t he do0c LMUment repI)ort i ngý the Ivl- I

research perf~med i~pconjunction with the "Analtysi s of Conrwtunit.%' Shc hot,

Systems." The research report presented here wais prepared Dv the "Bo>oton

team."

One of the first tasks of the Boston team was t~o formulate a concept
of the objectives and scope of theil r art jell ar1 study. It was conc luded

that the 11imary objective was to develop a plan for atl~ocal ing peoplee
to fallout shelters#) VLe seftnda~y objective was to idenitity and evaluate
pi~b~ems associatectwiLR ~t e M-Žvelopmcnt and impl1ementation of a Li t,-wlide
she,;te~*fe plan. The 4tut if(0S t q rck Vl, n OL in a1 p,)laifnni n-g u id ft to r
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Boston, but in a complete research report in terms of the approach, meth-

odology, and results of developing a shelter allocation plan for Boston.

In addition, problem areas observed during the course of the research

which had implications on the broader shelftr use plan would be included.

This report was to be written in such a manner that: it could be used

*in the preparation of the planning guide; it could be useful to the City

SofRoston in developing its shelter use plan; and although it was to be

a completely separate report, it could become a part of the general re-

search report covering the "Shelter Systems" task.

The study was to be limited'to th& City of Boston; i.e., it would

not cover metropolitan Boston. Although~this limitation 0wae necessary

i6ror, the standpoint of time and research funds, it became evident soon

after the study was initiated that communities in rropolitan aieas would

have to coordinate their plans and id some cases develop a plan that was

inore inc]usive than that for an individual community. This need is dis-

cussed in this repor•.

Approach Taken by the Research TeQ

Q
The approach taken by he Boston team included the following six Q

a 0

1. Survey of backgroundaiteratureC.) C

0 0 o 0
2. Field work--information anJ)daqa colle6tion

3. ýIbata analysis and evaluation

4. Dev.prme r0 of a dan (

5. Oral presentation of thcutudy--criti'4~te of •1e plan

6. Preparation of a written report

0
The first step, and oA which was: actively pur:sued Niring;he entire

study, was to obtain and evaluate a variety of litLd-rature which might be

useful in understanding the programs and problems of civil defense or

whioh might be useful directly in developing a shelte6 allocation and
use plan. This literature ranged from the bIVE book 'to OCD memoranda to
state and itl governments and to shelter pl ns prepar6 by a number of
communities andlirgantations. Mus of the literature was most useful

to the research team as background informationo but some will be especially
useful tm lp&l civil defense (CD) planning groups in developing a shelter

CD o o2

So o
©
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use plan. A selected list of the latter documents is contained in Appen-

*dix A.

The initial field work was performed to obtain general background

knowlege of the progress and problems associated with the National Fall--

a ut Shelter Survey, Marking, and Stocking Program and the implications of

importanct to' the development of a shelter allocation and use plan. Dis-
cussions were held with personnel of the California State Disaster Office,
San Francisco Disaster Council and Corps, and tha District of Columbia

Civil Defense Office to obtain views from organizations ethat are already 0
advanced well in the program. Discussions were also held with various

personnel in the Office of Civil Defense, to obtain the federaj viewpoint.

An interview was held with personnel from the Department of Com7erce, Bu-
0

reau of the Census, to determine the extent to which census statistics

would be useful in allocating peoplto shelters.
o

The most concerted effort in collection of data and inform.ation to
assist in the development of a shelter allocation plan for Boston was con-
ducted during a two--week field trip in the Boston area by the research

team. Detailed discussions were held with personnel from "he Office of .0

Civil Defense, Region One Office; the State of lassachusetts Civil Defense
Agency; and the City of Boston, Civil Defense Department. Discussions

were ,also held with members of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers• New

England Division. This group had contract administration responsibility
over the th c architect-engineering (A&E) firms conducting the Nation:,l
Fallout Shelter Surveys in Boston. The A&E firms wCrC also intcrvieWed.,
OthV di~cussionsere held with persons in a number of departme'nts of the

o City of Biton which have particular relationships to civil defense---t!c
Massachusetts Transit Authority (MTA) which is a political subdivision

0 unto itself as far as civil defense is concerned and which has jurisdiL-
tion over the rapid transit and bus transportation nctworks iln the city,

o and the John H,1cock Mutual Life Insurance Co. and GillettC SafCty Hazor
C ., both of which have done outstanding jobs of civil defense' planning
f r their own employees. A more completc list of individa.aIs and organli-
zations contacted in Bston is cont ned in Appendix B.

o The ne6t major step was to assimilate the large quantities Of data
0 and information obtained during the field work. Analyses and evaluation

of the data and information are discussed in detail ill the text of this
report. The preliminary analyseY led to the development of a proposed
shelter allocation plan for Boston; more detailed anlyses were then per-
formed to derive a methodology iu, general allocation and, i vim.vy
specific assignment of people to shelters. The specific background and
knowledge of the Boston team in city and community planning and problem--
solving was particularly useful and the study as ultimately completed is 0)

_0 heavily oriented toward a city planning approach.

0

0 40
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An oral presentation of the study and its results was given before
thee groups in the Boston area--the Federal OCD Region One Office0, Massa-
chusetts Civil Defense Agency, and Boston Civil Defense Department. Sev-
erlal other city departments and the MTA were also represented in th6
latter meeting. The purpose of these presentations was to obtain a full
critique of the plan aloIeveloped by the Boston team from persons parti-
cularly familiar with the City of Boston and with civil defense. The re-
sults of this critique were valuable in finalization of the study and in
clariacation of the various subjective aspects of civil defense planning
and problems. During these presentations the Boston team stressed the
fact that their plan is in no sense a final or offoicial plan*or Boston, Q

* since such a plan can come only from the Offic~of Civil Defense.
0

Terms Used in the Report

A number of terms used in this report may require clarification.
Some of these terms are becoming part of the "A'hguage" of civil doense,
od others have been defined in a certain manner to suit their use in this
particular .!udy. Only the more important ones are mentioned here; tlP

* others are self-explanatory.

0 In this report, "allocation plan" is defined as a plan indicating how

0 1 people should be moved into shelter. "Use plan" is defined as a plan which

CD0  indicates how shelters are to be used and maintained. The "use plan" in-
cludes within it the "allocation plano in addition tc'all the eher as-

pects of planning for shelter use--licensing, marking and stocking,
comnmunications, public information, and so on. "Use plan" includes all

S • G functions leading up to actual use of shelters and maintaining a shelter

system. It does not include planning foý the problems to be faced by peo-
ple within indidual shelters once their use has been initiated, and it
does not include planning for the post-attack emergence of people from

0 shelters. 0

0
0 Another term used in this report is "protection factor" (PF). Protec-

tion factor is a number representing the degree or factor by which radia-Stion is reduced (shielded), thus affording protection to people. For
*ample, a PF of 100 fo7ea certain building means that persons within that
buildii will receive only one one-hundredth (1/100 or 0.01 or 17) of the

o 0 radiation dose they would receive outside the building. Certain PF ranges
haC been 1i.S--nod r-gorlensy t"" lce ral government, a-. _oll ..,

0 0

0 0 0

0 0
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Protection PF

Factor Category 0

0*0
*20-39 1

40-69 @ 2
70-99 3

S* *100-149 4

0 150-249 5
250-499 6

Over 00 7

0 0

PF categories have nrt been used in this report. It should be notedl)

however, that they are used extensively in the data Repared as a result

* O' *f the NationaSFallout Shelter Surveys. 0 0

0 Terms peculiar to this report include: stocked shel ter, unstocked

O * refuge, and makeshift refuge. Stocked s lters We those identified dur-

ing the National Fallout Shelter Surveys a mneting the criteria for

stocking wi• federal supplies (i.e., a PF of T00 or more and capacity

for 50 or more people). Unstocked •fuges are those selters ileng-

@0O fied during the National Fallout Shel-er Surveys as not meeting the mini-

* mum requirements of PF (and~herefore will not be stocked with federal

supplies) but which do have a PF of at least 10 (i.e., unstocked refuges
&will have PF's ranging from 40 to 99). Makeiift refuges are defined as

* * shelters of use only if no higher quality protectPlm is available. Pri-

marily theowill consist of home basements or other shelters having a P1'

of less than 40.

@ •0

Up to and incl ing throtime this study was performed and the report

was drafted, these criteria were also appl ied in determining whiether
a shelter facility would be licensed and marked. In November 1962,

in order to take maximum advantage of existing protection, the Office

of Civil Defense adopted as an inperim measure a policy of marking

shelters with PF 40f9. In January 19•, this was extended to pro-

visioning these shelters. OCD now uses the terms, "shelter' for PF

v4-r 100, -- interim shelter" for PF 40-99, and "exnedient shelter" for

P~ess tthian 40. gBecause this study was nearly complete and time was0
1l ited, the plans developed for Boston were not changed. However,

t Oe implications of these changestnay be extensive as is discussed in

* Appendix CO

0 0
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II CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 0

Conclusions
0

The major conclusjons of this study are as follows: 0

0

1. The shelter allocation plan for the City of Boston should con-0
sist of two stages.

a. In the first stage, initiated upon the sounding~f the alcrt,
(!)persons should walk to the nearest shelter that is within

0 one (1) mile (based on a 30-minute time allowance) and await
@ further instructions. R stocked shelteio s not available

within this distaince or i the available capa Lity is expected

t8 be filled b• persons cYo.e r to the shelter, then unstocked
(3 (lower protectSon) refuges or makeshift refuge should be

0 0 used,Oin that order. A certain amount of shelter space that
(Ddoes not meet federal c "eriao(r stocking will have to be

used and should be marked as un.'tockedO'efuge."

b. The second stage of the plan sh~ild be initiated by CD offi-
* cials after the 1cal attack situation is evaluated. In

this stage, inadequ~tely shc~ered persons should be moved

* to higher protection shelters, if possible. The movement ,'Ln
occur either before or after arrRal of fallout from the

c attack. The extent to which pe )le are instructed to move,
their mnode of travel, the time available for travel, and the
"distancedhat can be traversed cannot be predetei(Pined---
inhe~ently these decisions must depend upon the actual sILLI-
ation.

) 2. The Planning factors for Stage One--and indeed the rationale un-

U derlying the t-stage plan itself--should be based on lielihood

0 U •that the worst fallout situation may occur. It has been deter-
min Z that a nuclear "hit" in or close to the City of Boston 0
.. uld c_. c fallout -.. .. r- in some parts of 'he (" "* 30 min-
utes after the blast. Given this time and the likelihood that
most people will have to walk to shelter, the distpnce that can
beCtraversed is estimated to be 1 mile. Derivation of this dis-
tance includes a few minutes for "reaction" time and ¢c11uClCing

timedt the shelter.

0 CI

0
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"* 3. Planning factors for Stage Two cannot actually be determined

0 until the local situation is evaluated. To ease the burden of
"on-the-spot" planning, especially in cases of pre-falloui move-

ments of people where every minute is important, a number of pos-
S* tulated plans should be developed. The plan most nearly

* approximating the actual attack situation would be taken "off the
* shelf" after Stage One has been implementedomodified as appro-

priate, and initiated. For post-fallout movement of people,a
which should not be performed for several hours after fallout
has arrived, sufficient ,time will be available in which to deter-

mine planning factors and movements of people and the use of an
"off-the-shelf" plan is not so important.

4. An a propriate approach for dllocating people to shelters in
Bost n is one which first solves the problem in a general manner
and then considers specific assign~ent of people to shelter.0

@ Instructions should be prepared for informing people of the plan
and its use based upon the general allocation determinations.
These instructions can be made more specific later.

5. The skelter allocation plan developed for Boston may be appli-
cablea.o some other cities or communities, but it will not be
applicable to all. The methodolcy that has been developed for
both the general allocation and the specific assignments of

o people to shelters should be applicable to most cities and com-
munities. QThe planning approach&sed in this stud9 should be

applicable to all cities and communities, although in many, plan-
ning will be considerably more simple.

a Summary Q) 0

CD Before a shelter allocation plan could be developed for Boston cer-

tain characteristicsof the city and a general idea of the relationships
between shelter spaces and population had to be determined (see Figure 1) .

It was found that the number of shelter spaces (1,440,025) identified in
o Phase II of the National Fallout Shelter Survey as meeting federal cri-

teria for marking and stocking exceeded by nearly 20 orcent the estimated

* peak population (1,214,700). However, these shelter spaces are not dis-
tributed throughout the city in any way comparable to the distribution of
population. Although the largest peak populatiW occurs during tLe day- •
time, the situation at night is only slightly improved. It was fAnd that
only 29 out of 156 standard locations (census tracts) in the city had 0

* shelter spac• (PF 100 and over) in excess of the peak daytime population

o within these standard locations (SL's). These 29 SL's contain 89 percent
*0

8 0 0 0
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"of all shelter spaces having a PF of 100 or mote, 75 percent of spaces

. having a PF of 70-99, and 69 percent of spaces having a PF of 40-69.

(The latter do not meet the federal criteria for stocking and have been

referred to in this report as "unstocked refuges.") However, these
29 SL's contain only 39 percent and 18 percent of Lhe estimated peak day-

time and nighttime populations, respectively, and represent only about

10 percent of the total land area in the city.

The magnitude, of tM problem of allocating people to shelter thus
determined, it was then appropriate to consider plans which ultimately
would allow maximum use of these poorlw distributed she~er spaces. The
first question that arises is how much time is available in which to get
people to shelter" Obviously, given ,-nuugh time all poisons in Boston
could be accommodated in stocked shelters. The amount of time needed,
however, cannot be assured. A tnrgec .- .ilysis of Boston is not necessary
to determine that the likelihood of an attack on the city or adjacent to
it is a real one. Boston is a major population center, an important East
Coast port city, has a lbge Navy .hipyard, etc. In the estimation of
the research team, any reasonable likelihood that a city will be a target
or in close proximity to a target should automatically signal the need
for developiag a fallout shelter plan that allows for the worst fallout

0 . hazard.S

It is not appropriate to extrapolate this decision to state that one
should plan for the worst blast hazard. Were this the case, the result
would often be one of doing nothing because the degree of protection from

a major blast (10-20 megaton or more) is negligible at the present time.
Therefore,itne is forced to retreat slightly and decide a plan should be
developed that is primarily based on the degree of fallout protection
available curretly for the majority of the population. There will also,
of course, be some degree of protection from blast. With a continuing

o program, the time may arrive when degree of protection available has ad-
* vanced to th? point where a plan whose objective is full protection from

blast is realistic. In the meantime, a plan formulated to maximize
protection of the population from fallout is realistic for many situations.
For example, a nuclear accident, an Nth power attack, a limited war, or
even an all-out war wherein Boston is a target but the weapon misses an•

0 "hits" a mile out to sea--nll these possibilities make a plan for protec-
tion of the population from fallout a desirable goal. The remaining prob-
lem e" .•'-"ilating an allocation plan, making a general allocation of
people to shelter, and finally making specific, assignments of people to
shelter is relatively straightforward, although it may be time-consuming.

0 0
The time aIllowed for people to reach protection from falllout. is de-

termined to be about 30 minLutes--i rthis time fallout can begin arriving

iL
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in certain parts of the city from a~lose blast. No time has been allowed
between time of alert and time of blast because no more than a few min-
utes can be assured, and for planning purposes it is preferable-to assume
the worst situation. To determine the distance that can be traversedoin
the given 30 minutes, consideration has to be given to the mode of travel.
For the majority of persons in Boston, the only realistic mode of travel
will be walking. The extremely high population density, combined with a
situation of potential panic, probably will cause vehicular traffic to

0 become jammed very early after an alert has sounded. In the planning ap-
proach, walking must therefore be assumed. The distance that can be trav-
ersed will probably average about 1 mile--this assumes a few minutes for
reaction time ind queueing time at thi shelter.

0
The time-distance estimate is perhaps more conservative than a stop-

watch determination will yield, but the need for being in shelter before
fallout arrives cannot be overstres.; J. rallout arriving 30 minutes or
so after blast will build up rapidly and the radiation intensity will be
extremely high compared with fallout a few hours old. aA few minutes of
exposure to fallout in trying tn reach shelter can more than offset the
advantage gained by reaching a higher protection shelter.

The methodology used in determinine the number and location of per-
sons capable of reaching stocked shelter and unstocked refuge in Stage
One of the plan was based upon the time-distance relationship combined
with the location of persons in relation to shelter spaces. A planning
approach was used in which full use of maps became an integral part of
the methodology. Thus, land use, natural and man-made barriers, trans-
portation network, and so on were considered. The expected effects of
human behavior were also considered. For example, it was assumed a per-
son would not pass up a nearby shelter in order to leave it available for
persons farther away. Thus, in*the plan, persons nearest shelters were
allocated first, followed by allocations of persons to fill excess spaces
until either the 1-mile distance limitation or the limitation of avail-
able spaces was reached. Persons still remaining unsheltered were then
allocated to unstocked refuge in the same way. Those persons still re-
maining unsheltered would have to use makeshift refuge.

The results of general allocation of people to sheJ4er in Stage One
are shown below in terms of percentages of persons sheltered in various
types of shelter.

0 0

0
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Stocked Unstocked Makeshift

Shelters Refuges Refuge

Percent of day population 64% 12% 24%

Percent of night population 51 17 32

OC

During the daytime, 53 percent of the total stocked shelter spaces would

* be utilized. At nighttime this percentage decreases to 33 percent. 0

Methods for allocating people to shelter in Stage Two folelow the

procedure used in Stage One, at least for pre-fallout movements. Caes
were developed in the study in which t1e allocation wns performed:

(1) assuming fallout would arrive 2 hours after Stage One was implemented

and (2) assuming fallout would arrive 1i hours after Stage One was imple-

mented. In the first; case, all persons in East Boston and Charlestown

would be able to reach stocked shelter. ImprovementsOwould also occur

in other parts of the city. In the second case, all persons in the city

would be able to reach stocked shelter.

A third case was also developed in the study; it was assumed fallout
arrived immediately after Stage One had been completed. It was deter-

mined that movement of people to areas of higher protection could begin
after about two days for persons in PF 40 refuges and in areas of highest
radiation intensity, assuming a one-hour sortie would be needed for some
of these persons to reach stocked shelters. It was also determined that
separate calculations are necessary to determine the optimum time for
movement of people who are in differing PF refuges, have received differ-
ent cumulative~doses, will spend different periods of time in different
fields of radiation intensity during sortie, and who have different de-
grees of protection during sortie. The net result of the sorties should
be that all persons will be able to reach stocked shelter. Of course,
the practical problems associated with post-fallout movements will be
great, and the likelihood of reaching this ideal may be small. Detailed 0

consideration of these problems was beyond the scope of the present study.

Specific assignment of people to shelter is a considerably more in-
volved and time-consuming procedure than is general allocation. Furthur-
more, it must be based upon general allocation. Therefore, it is
reconmmendnd that persons be instructed in the use of this two-stage plan
and the general allocation movements. This can be considered an interim
measure, but a very useful one, during the time specific assignments are
being developed. The methodology used in mnking specific assignmenLs is
similar to that used in general allocation of people to shelter, except
that the planner begins working with buildings, then city blocks, working

0
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up to groupings of blocks. Slightly different approaches must be used
for areas having a general excess of shelter spaces and areas having a
general insufficiency of shelter spaces. In either case, more detailed
population information than that resulting from the National Fallout Shel-
ter Survey must be developed by the local CD organization. Also, a de-
tailed record-keeping system must be established to account for assignments
being made and for instructing persons in these assignments.

In addition to developing a shelter allocation plan for Boston and
developing methods to be used in the general allocaLion and specific as-
signment of people to shelter, some consideration was also given to other
factors which become a part of the city's over-all shelter use plan.
Largely, specific factors given consideration in this study are related
to or have special implications as a result of the two-stage allocation
plan developed. The need for .coordcination between the CD organization
and other city department- and ,peciaL groups is established. Civil de-
fense must have assistance from outside groups if it is to perform its
Job. The need for informing the public both about general civil defense
and about the shelter allocation plan and its use is also established.
Other requirements that are considered in some detail include: a contin-
uing licensing, marking, and stocking program and keeping the plan up to

' date; an adequate two-way communications network between a control cenier
and shelters and between shelters; data handling and record keeping; and
CD personnel and assistance from other groups to maintain and implement
the shelter use plan. All of these requirements are basic to the satis-
factory initiation and implementation of the two-stage shelter allocation
plan. 0

Some of the problems of generdlizing the Boston plan and methods for
use by other cities and communities were considered. Here, differences
between other cities or communities and Boston in terms of population
density, general city layout, relationship between distribution of popu-
lation and shelter spaces, proximity to potential targets, and so on be-
come of utmost importance. Some cities or communities probably can borrow
the plan and methods exactly; however, most would have to make modifica-
tions to fit their situations more nearly. The planning approach used
and developed throughout this study, of course, is applicable to allo
cities and communities. o
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III DEVELOPMENT OF A SHELTER ALLOCATION PLAN

The allocation of people to fallout shelters is essential to any
shelter use plan. Shelaers, in themselves, are of no value unless they
actually can be used to protect people from fallout. Consideration of
the various "in-shelter" and post-attack problems of the civil defense
program is predicated ont the assumption that people will use shelters and
will be protected fromj.i the effects of fal;out. Therefore, each local CD
organization i% responsible for developing a plan for the allocation of
people to shelters whi.-' is appropriate to the needs and situation of the
particular community. With such a plan as the cornerstone, steps can
then be taken to make the allocation plan operational and to d
the remainder of the shelter use plan.

Because each community differs from all others, no single shelter
allocation plan is universally acceptable. Moreover, even within the
same community, differences exist which may warrant several separate
allocation plans. However, the various communities do have in common
the need for a systematic planning approach to the solution of their
individual problems. Development and implementation of an allocation
plan are quite complex operations, if only because of the sheer number
of people and shelters involved. Therefore, an analytical framework
which could be used by various communities should be helpful. In fact,
if the local CD organization does not adopt a systematic approach in
the development of its shelter use plan, a great deal of effort will be
spent unnecessarily, a less than optimum plan may be proposed, and the
time required to reach the operational stage may be considerably lengthened.

This section, along with Sections IV and V, outlines the approach
used in developing a shelter allocation plan for the City of Boston. The
methodology, if not some of the specific solutions, should be helpful to
other communities.

Preliminary Analyses

Before a particular shelter allocation plan can be formulated, cer-
tain information must be generated and preliminary analyses and evaluations
must be performed. The nature of the problem facing the individual com-
munity must be understood prior to any attempt to formulate a solution.

15
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Primary Data Inputs to the Analysis

The information provided each ocal CD organization as a result of
Phases I and II of the A&E survey s the primary input to the analyses.
Table I shows this information in outline form. Various portions of this
information were used at different stages in the development of an allo-
cation plan for Boston. Except where noted otherwise, the data used in
Section III of this report can all be obtained from the Phase II summary
printouts.

0 Inasmuch as the field work in Boston was undertaken before the
Phasc II summary printouts were available, Lhe research team utilized
a punched card system to generate the needed information. Data from
Phase I summary printouts and Phase II mairking sketches were punched
into IBM cards which then were summarized and tabulated to provide data
which the local CD organization will have available from the Phase II
summaries.

L
Appendix D describes in detail the handling of data in the punched

card system and the type of information obtained.

Population

The 1960 resident population of the City of Boston as defined
by the U.S. Census is 697,197. The A&E estimate of peak daytime popula-
tion is 1,214,695; the estimate of peak nighttime population is 938,376.
As can be seen, there is a considerable difference in the three popula-
tion statistics.* Although the U.S. Census figure was obtained by an
actual count of persons and the A&E figures are only estimates, it is
still preferable to use the A&E day and night population figures in the
development of the allocation plan. The Census figure is for 1960, whereas
the A&E estimates are for 1962. More important, the A&E figures are a

In making their estimates, the A&E firms began with the resident census
*population of a particular census tract (standard location) and then
adjusted this number to reflect the estimated peak or maximum popula-
tion of the census tract that would occur during the daytime and during

the nighttime, These adjustments were made in different ways for dif-
ferent census tracts according to the particular situation of the tract
and the availability of additional information.
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closer approximation of the numbers of people actually in the city during

the day and at night. The Census figure includes only those people who

meet the Census definition of resident. As a result, this figure does

not include those people who are in the city for purposes of work, shop-

ping, or pleasure during the day or night but whose homes are located

0 S outside the city. Moreover, the resident figure does not include tran-

* sients living in hotels and motels, students whose permanent homes are

in some other community, military personnel who maintain a legal resi-

dence elsewhere, and persons who are institutionalized but are not resi-

dents of the community. For a city such as Boston, a considerable number

of people do not meet the definition of resident but still must be pro-

tected from fallout in the evcnt of an emergency.

It should be noted that the total peak population of Boston

for either day or night is the result of the sum of the peak populations

for each individual census tract. Since the peak population would not

necessarily occur at the same time or on the same day of the week for

every one of the census tracts in the city, the summation of peak popu-
lation by census tracts would probably be greater than the peak population

of the city as a whole. However, this fact does not invalidate the use

of the A&E estimates since the assignment problem for the city is solved

area by area within the city and not by matching total population to total

shelter space in the entire city.

Fallout Shelter Spaces

The number of fallout shelter spaces identified by the ABE

firms in Phases I and II is tabulated below:

Number of spaces with PF 40-69 1,000,713

Number of spaces with PF 70-99 435,633
Number of spaces with PF 100 and over 1,449,199*

Total number of spaces with PF 40 and over 2,885,545

Phase II data are used in preference to Phase I data wherever possible,

because Phase II information has greater accuracy and reliability. The

* * From Phav I survey information.

$* From Phase II survey information.

0
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difference between Phase I and Phase II shelter data is considerable;

E Appendix D discusses in detail the differences found for the City of
S Boston, It would be advisable for local CD organizations to wait until

they have received the Phase II summaries before undertaking the develop-

ment of a shelter allocation plan.

The distribution of shelters and slelter spaces (PF 100 and

* greater) in Boston according to shelter size is shown in Figures 2 and 3.

On the basis of these figures it is apparent that the number
of shelter spaces with a PF of 100 and over is greater than the peak
daytime population. Furthermore, it appears that only about one-third
of the facilities identified as having this quality shelter would be

required because 90 percent of all the shelter space is located in

* facilities having a capacity of more than 500 people.

However, conclusions based upon a superficial "first look" are
premature. The gross statistics on shelter space and population do not I
reflect where people are located and where the shelter space exists.

The relationship between the locations of people and shelters is ex-

tremely important and must be studied in some detail before valid con-

clusions can be reached. The necessity for additional analysis which

takes location into consideration will become apparent later in this
report.

Selection of a Base Map

In considering the locations of people and shelter, maps of a city j
are helpful. A base map of the city showing streets and major landmarks
should be selected; several copies will be needed for use in the analysis
of the shelter allocation problem. The scale of the map should not be [
so large as to make it unwieldy nor should it be so small that certain

census tract information cannot be shown. The map of Boston used by

the research team during the preliminary analyses was at the scale of

I inch equal to 1,600 feet. Listed below are several sources where such
a map might be obtained for other communities: f

1. City engineers

2. City planning departments

3. Utility companies1
4. Chambers of Commerce

5. Commercial street map companies

0
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fi * FIGURE 2

DISTRIBUTION OF PF 100 AND OVER FACILITIES3 BY SHELTER SIZE RANGE

4Q11, Number of Facilities
500

* 488

400

304

300 -

232

200 
__M147

38

450 50-99 100-499 500-999 1000-4999 > 4999
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SOURCEs Developed by Stanford Research Institute from Phase II data.

FIGURE 3

DISTRIBUTION OF PF 100 AND OVER SPACES
BY SHELTER SIZE RANGE

Z; Number of Spaces (Thousands)
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SOURCE: Developed by Stanford Research Instltute from Phase II data.
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On one copy of the base map, Standard Location (SL) boundaries

0 should be drawn and the SL numbers should be indicated. The location'0
of SL boundaries can be 4 etermined from the shelter location maps fur-

nished by the A&E firm in Phase I. Also, because SL boundaries are

identical with those of census tracts, the maps included in the U.S.

Census publications, Census Tract Statistics or City Block Statistics,
can be used. A base map showing location of SL boundaries in Boston is

shown in Figure 4 (in the pocket at the end of this report). This map

is basic to understanding not only Table II but also the other maps in

this report. In Figure 4, only major streets as defined by the Boston
City Planning Board are shown.

S

Shelter Location Map

Also in the preliminary analyses, a map showing the exact location

of the various shelters identified by the A&E firms will be needed. The

location of each shelter can be shown by drawing a small circle, square,

or triangle on the map or by using map pins obtained from an office supply

house. The size of each facility can be indicated by color coding, and

the PF can be indicated by the shape of the dot drawn on the map or of

the pinhead used. The coding system used by the research team for Boston
was as follows:

Capacity of the Facility

(number of spaces) Color Code

50-99 Black

100-249 Gray

250-499 Green
500-999 Red

1,000-4,999 Orange

5,000 & over Yellow

PF of the Facility Code

100 & over Circle

40-99 Triangle

* Of course, various other coding systems could be developed.

S @22
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Included in the Phase II summary of shelter facilities are the
facility number, capacity, and PF category for each facility identified

as having shelter. Maps provided by the A&E's in Phase I show the loca-

tion of each sheltelby facility number. By looking up each facility by
its number on the Phase II summary and then locating each of these numbers

on the Phase I map, a shelter location map characterizing the shelter by

size and PF can bejrepared. The Phase I A&E maps cannot be used directly

becse they indicate all facilities for which protection calculations

were made and many of these were eliminated as being inadequate in
Phase II. Moreover, in Boston the A&E's used several different maps

in various scales.

The A&E data include all shelters, regardless of whether they are

licensed. If the shelter licensing program is already completed, the
local CD organization may choose only to indicate the location of li-

censed shelters rather than showing all shelters identified by the A&E's.

A greut number of the shelters will probably be concentrated in a
relatively small downtown area. Therefore, it is advisable to use a
larger scale map for indicating shelter locations than the base map

previously mentioned; otherwise there will not be enough room on the

map to show all the shelters. Another alternative is to use a blowup

or larger map for those specific areas which have heavy shelter concen-

trations.

The shelter location map for Boston is shown in Figure 5. The

problem of uneven distribution of shelters that must be solved by the

allocation plan becomes apparent from considering this map. In all
probability, it will be found in other cities, as in Boston, that shel-

ters are not distributed evenly over the city.

Tabulation of Shelter Location vs Distribu+ton of People

The location of shelters is only one aspect of the problem of allo-
cating people to shelters. Even more important is the location of people

in relation to the location of shelters. Calculations must be made to

determine which areas in the city do not have enough shelter space to
accommodate the people in that area and which areas have adequate or

even excess shelter capacity.

For the preliminary analysis, the quickest and most effective way
to look at this people-shelter relationship is by standard location,

because necessary population and shelter data available from Phase II
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are summarized by standard location and boundaries of the standard loca-

tions are easily determined. 0

For each standard location, the number of unsheltered people or the
number of excess shelter spaces, as the case may be, should be calculated

both for day and for night. The calculation consists simply of subtract-
ing population from the number of shelter spaces. If the result is posi-

tive it represents excess spaces; if the result is negative it represents

unsheltered people. These calculations should first be made using the
number of shelter spaces in the PF 100 and over range. The calculations

should be made again using the number of spaces in the PF 40 and over

range because, in some standard locations, facilities of the lower PF
may have to be used. Space with a PF of 20-39 was not included in the
calculations for Boston because this space was thought to be no better
than the protection which people would probably have in the basements

of their own homes. During the Boston study, separate calculations were

also made for the PF 60 and over range; however, it was found that this

intermediate determination was not really necessary because, when the
protection criterion was set below PF 100, it was generally necessary

to change the criterion all the way to PF 40 before significantly in-

creasing the available space. Table II shows the calculations which
were made for the City of Boston.

By subtracting the number of people from the number of shelter spaces,

the assignment of people in a standard location to the available shelter
in that standard location has been made. The result of the subtraction

shows how many people still need protection, where they are located, and

the number and location of unused shelter spaces. The assumptions under-

lying these calculations are that the people within a standard location

would be able to get to the shelters in that standard location and that

there would be no cross-movement between standard locations. For purposes
of the preliminary analyses, these assumptions are acceptable and neces-

sary to obtaining a quick over-all picture of the shelter allocation
problem. In Section IV these assumptions will be refined and the shelter-

people relationship will be considered in greater detail.

Graphic Representation of People-Shelter Relationships

Table II shows most of the information important to the allocation

problem, but it is in a form which is difficult to analyze. Although the

SL numbers are a statement of location, it is almost impossible to visu-
alize the entire problem Just by looking at the tabulations and a map

showing SL boundaries. The representation of all the information on

727
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maps is helpful in bridging the gap between numerical data and locations
within the city.

Four different maps, showing the following conditions are required:

0
21. Daytime use of shelters with PF of 400 and over

2. Daytime use of shelters with PF of 40 and over
3. Nighttime use of shelters with PF of 100 and over
4. Nighttime use of shelters with PF of 40 and over

There are, of course, several ways in which the information can be
expressed on a map. Outliiled below are insTructions which follow the
method used by the research team in the study of Boston.

1. Place the base map with SL boundaries on a drafting table and

lay a sheet of tracing paper u.e. the map so that the base map
can be read through the tracing paper.

2. Within each standard location, write on the tracing paper the
number of people who are unsheltered or the number of unused
shelter spaces. Red numbers are used to indicate unsheltered
people and green numbers to indicate excess space.

3. For those standard locations with red numbers, draw in the SL
boundaries with a red pencil or felt-tipped marking pen. Repeat
the process for those standard locations with green numbers,
using a green pencil or pen.

4. In black, write in each of the SL numbers.

5. Using new sheets of tracing paper, repeat steps 1 through 4
until a map has been created for each of the previously men-
tioned day and night conditions.

Large-scale maps for each of the four conditions were prepared and
used during the study. For illustrative purposes, only the map for the
"daytime, PF 100 and over" condition is shown in the report (Figure 6).
Also, because a smaller scale map is more appropriate here, excess shel-
Ler spaces or unsheltered people are only shown for one area of the city
(East Boston, SL's 1-12). Comparison of Figure 6 and Table II will further
aid the reader in understanding the development of these maps.

During the study of Boston, maps were also developed showing, for

each standard location, the percentage of excess shelter through the use
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of color coding. These maps were used in conjunction with the previously

described map tracings but did not prove as useful as had been expected.

The rationale behind their use was that knowledge of the proportion of

the people who were unsheltered would be helpful in evaluating the problem.

Two thousand people without shelters in an area with a total estimatedTi population of 4,000 was considered a much greater problem than the same

number unsheltered in an area with 50,000 people. Although this is true,
it proved just as easy to check the population listed on the tabulation

sheets for the few standard locations where it was needed.
Li

The use of colored dots to represent the number of unsheltered people

or excess space was also considered. However, a dot intended to indicate

L 1,000 people might really represent anywhere from 500 to 7,499 people.

and iuitolerable inaccuracies would result when specific assignments of
Speople to shelters were made later in the study. Furthezrore, it is

actually easier to use the true number than a graphic (dot) representa-

tion. The method outlined in the above paragraph appeared, therefore,

St"to be the most suitable for the purposes of the study.

Analysis of People-Shelter Relationship in the City of Boston

A generalization of the graphic analysis of the people-shelter re-

lationship is shown in Figures 7 and 8. As can be seen, a large portion

of the City of Boston does not have adequate shelter, even when the pro-

S-tection standard is lowered from PF 100 to PF 40. Areas with adequate

shelters include "downtown" Boston and sections of the city with large
apartment houses, commercial structures, public buildings, and univer-

- sities. The residential areas are generally without adequate shelter.
The nature and location of this problem do not change materially from

daytime to nighttime. The greatest difference is that at night there

- is more unused shelter in the commercial and institutional areas than
there is during the day. Similarly, in the areas which lack sufficient

shelter, there is an increase in the number of people without shelter at

night when those who work or go to school return home.

The tabulation below summarizes the problem which exists in Boston

as a result of the differing locations of people and shelters. This

tabulation shows the percentage distribution of shelter space, popula-
tion, and land area among 29 standard locations having excess PF 100 and

* over space and 127 standard locations having insufficient PF 100 and over
space, based on daytime population.
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PF 100 & PF 70-99 PF 40-69 Population Estimated

Over Space Space Space Day Night Land Use

SL's with
excess space 89% 75% 69% 39% 18% 10%

SL's with insuf-
ficient space 11 25 31 61 82 90

Almost 90 percent of the PF 100 and over space is located in areas
which make up only about 10 percent of the total area of the city. Al-
though 39 percent of the peak daytime population is also found in this
same area, only 18 percent of the peak nighttime population is there.
Tho problem is not greatly improved even when the 1.4 million spaces
with a PF of 4U-99 are used, because the major portion of this space
also is located in the same areas that already have excess shelter space.

Factors Affecting the Movement of People

The foregoing analysis of the people-shelter relttionship indicates
that no matter what specific allocation plan is formulated, mass movement
of people to shelters will be necessary to the extent that it is possible.
As a result the factors affecting the movement of people in Boston had
to be considered.

Physical Barriers

Physical barriers, either natural or man made, are probably

the most important factor when considering the movement of large masses
of people. These barriers form impediments to movement from one place
in the city to another. In some cases, the barriers completely prevent
movement in a particular direction; in other cases, movement in a certain
direction may be significantly slowed, U.S. Geological Survey and Corps
of Army Engineers maps, 7.5 minute series at a scale of 1:24,000, are
both excellent sources of information on physical barriers. These topo-
graphical maps provide extensive detail on the locations of various natu-
ral and man-made features.

In studying the location and nature of these barriers in the
City of Boston, tracing paper was placed over a base map and the important
barriers were drawn in. By highlighting the various characteristics in

* One inch is equal to 24,000 inches (2,000 feet).
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this way, a quick and over-all understanding was obtained. In Boston,
the most important barrier is water (see Figure 4). The Boston Harbor
with its various channels and the Charles, MystiA, Chelsea, and Neponset
rivers effectively impede the movement of people. Several of the express-
ways, railroads, cemeteries, and large park areas slow down movement in
certain directions. In Boston, the terrain and street patterns are more
important to movement in small areas than they are on a large scale.

These various barriers, because they affect the movement of
people, allow the city to be broken down into parts which are meaningful
and of a manageable size for further analysis. The City of Boston can
be divided into East Boston, Charlestown, and Boston proper. Within
Boston proper, South Boston can be broken out to a nertain extent.
Brighton is also somewhat separated from the main part of Boston but
only by the city boundaries of Brookline, a barrier which in reality
has little influence on how and where people will move.

Transportation Network

The various transportation networks provide ways of moving
people in addition to the basic method of walking. The system of rail-
roads, rapid transit, and primary streets in Boston are shown in Figure 9.
Because they have their own rights of way, there is less chance that the
railroad and rapid transit portion of this network will become inoperative
in an emergency than will the city streets, but the primary streets are
shown because they too might possibly be used for the movement of people.
As can be seen from these maps, a rather extensive transportation system
exists in Boston which must be considered in developing a shelter alloca-
tion plan. Most of the system radiates out from the core of the city
and there are only a few cross-town routes.

Land Use

The various purposes (commercial, industrial, institutional,
multifamily residential, and single-family residential) for which the
land in the city is used and the general locations of these uses are

Only that portion of the rapid transit network with its own right of
way and only the predominant major streets defined by the City of Boston
Planning Board are shown.
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also important when considering the movement of people. A land use map
for the City of Boston was obtained from city planning groups; a gener-

alization of this map is shown as Figure 10. If such a map is not avail-

* able in other communities, similar information can be obtained from zoning

maps, aerial photographs, Sanborn Maps which are keyed to a Dun and Brad-'i I street or city directory, the Chamber of Commerce, or real estate organi-

zations.

The land use map indicates the kind of structures which might

be expected in a particular area of the city and helps to explain the

reason for street patterns in various areas. In certain cases a par-

ticular land use may become a partial barrier to the movement of people

(e.g., a factory area, railroad yards, institutional grounds, vacant
land). Knowledge of land use is also helpful in explaining night-day

population changes, breaking the city into meaningful parts, and estimat-

ing population within sections of a standard location. It also aids in

knowing the location of specific companies, schools, and other organized

groups which may perform their own civil defense planning and shelter

their people.

Relationships to Neighboring Communities

The city's physical relationship to other communities must be
considered whenever planning the movement of people. Corporate boundaries

are only legal or "paper boundaries" and cannot be expected to influence

how and where people will actually move. In a metropolitan area, one

community often runs into another with no perceptible physical change

except for a sign stating that a different municipality has been reached.
Movement of people between communities is to be expected and should be

planned for. The existing transportation network functions as a metro-

politan system and not as a separate entity within any one particular
municipality. Cooperation and coordination among local CD organizations

is therefore mandatory if a realistic shelter use plan is to be developed.
Even though this study has concerned itself only with the City of Boston,

as mentioned in the Introduction the Boston Civil Defense organization
will have to consider community relationships.

The Shelter Allocation Plan

* Subsequent to performing the preliminary analysis and evaluation
of data and information and prior to actual formulation of a simple but

practical allocation plan, a number of conditions and assumptions must
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3 be considered. This step is necessary for two reasons: it assists in

formulatiorof a plan; and it reveals limitations and potential problems
of the plan. Limitations and problems beset almost any plan developed;

1 recognition of these obstacles can point to ways in which the plan can

be modified and improved at a later date.

General Conditions and Assumptions

Current Federal Civil Defense Program Posture

At present the federal program is aimed toward a series of

- interim measures. This has been stated publicly many times and is re-

cognized by most CD officials at all levels of government. Thus, the

community plan for sheltering people will also be an interim measure;
it should, however, make maximum use of available shelter to the extent

feasible. As the scope of the federal program becomes broader, the com-

munity plan can also be modified and improved. It may be many years

before adequate quantities of dispersed but properly distributed (in
relationship to location of people) and hardened (blast-proof) shelters

are available within every community. Until this goal is reached, efforts

should be directed toward plans which take best advantage of protection
which is available now.

The Primary Threat

The primary threat for which this plan is developed is assumed

to be fallout. Planning for a lesser hazard is unrealistic and planning

for hazards worse than this is inconsistent with the current availability
of protection and the current program posture. Admittedly, some shelters

capable of withstanding varying degrees of blast, thermal effects (fires),

and instantaneous radiation are available in some communities. However,

these cannot be the focal point of a shelter plan now because they can

serve only a small proportion of the population and because as a first

step (or in an interim plan) the most needed protection for the largest
proportion of the population will be from fallout. Of course, the use

*" of these "hardened" facilities as an integral part of the shelter allo-
cation plan means that occupants will have protection from "close-in"

hazards as well as the fallout hazard.

It also should be pointed out that, at present, the shelters

that are to be used as protection from fallout also provide the best

protection presently available from blast. Although the ability of

these shelters to be of significant protection in this respect is
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limited, their use is supported by the argument that any protection is

better than none." * i

Desirability of a Plan or Destination for Every Individual

The ',man on the street" historically has held and probably

continues to hold what has been called an apathetic or defeatist atti-

tude toward civil defense, its programs, and its plans, especially during

periods when the threat of nuclear war appears very remote. On the other

hand, his reactions during crisis periods dictate the need for developing
a plan which provides for everyone. Each individual wants to know "what
he should do" and/or "where he should go" were an attack to become im-
minent. Therefore, the plan must account for this desire, even though
for some people tho plan may allow only minimal protection. During a
crisis period, at least, people seem to accept the face that some people
will receive greater protection than others. Furthermore, as specific
individuals request such information from the local CD office, an answer
should be readily available. This by itself, in time, can greatly assist
in building confidence in the CD program.

0 
1

Need for Maximizing the Number of Survivors

The major objective of this plan should be to maximize the
number of survivors (from fallout). However, the limitations of ad-
ministration, costs, human behavior, and so on also must be considered
in this connection. Therefore the plan must allow for these limitations.

L
Civil Defense Planning Group and Communications Network

It is assumed that a competent planning group is available
within the CD office (or is available to assist the CD office) to de-
velop, maintain, and update an allocation plan. Furthermore, it is
assumed that this group also will be available for immediate post-attack
analysis, evaluation, and planning. It is also assumed that a two-way
communication. network is available to carry out post-attack planning
and direction. More detailed discussion of the planning group and com-
munications network is given in Section VI.

Informing the Public of the Plan

For any plan to be successful, the people affected must be

informed. Of course it is hoped the allocation plan will never have to
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be implemented, but is is imperative that the public have full knowledge
of the plan and how to use it. Otherwise, should the plan have to be
implemented, the most elaborate planning will have been wasted. The
resulting chaos will be in inverse proportion to the degree the public
is informed. This need is discussed more fully, especially with regard
to the allocation plan proposed in this study, in Section VI.

Progress in Licensing, Marking, and Stocking Shelters

It has been assumed, for the purposes of developing the plan
in this study, that all facilities identified during Phase II of the
National Fallout Shelter Survey as having a PF of 100 or more womld be
licensed, marked, and stocked with supplies. It is recognized that this
is an ideal which may never be reached, and discussion of progress in
this respect is given later (Section VI). Failure to meet this ideal
will not affect the approach used in developing the plan, the plan it-
self, or the methodologies of general allocation or specific assignment
of people to shelters. It will, however, affect the numbers which have
been generated for Boston.

Statement of the Allocation Plan

The plan which has been formulated and which is proposed as being
appropriate for the City of Boston consists of two parts (each is actually
a plan) and is called a "two-stage shelter allocation plan."

First Stage

1. Upon alert (either pre- or post--attack) each person goes
to the nearest shelter within the time available.

2. An individual's destination will be in the following order
of preference, consistent with expected availability:

a. Marked and stocked shelter (PF of 100 or more)
b. Marked but unstocked refuge (PF of 40-100)

c. Makeshift refuge (e.g. home basement)

3. People remain in shelter or refuge until otherwise informed

officially.
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Second Stage

1. This stage is initiated after Stage One has been implemented

and the local attack situation has been evaluated.

2. It consists of movement of inadequately sheltered persons

to stocked shelters or to unstocked refuges with improved

protection, consistent with

a. Time available for movement, and
b. Distance to be traveled.

3. In post-attack situatlons whcrc a fallout (radiation)
hazard exists, movement will be either to stocked shelters I
of high protection or to areas of lower radiation intensity
if low PF shelter or refuge will be adequate for survival
and if stocks (food, water, medical supplies, etc.) are

available.

The first stage of the allocation plan can be developed in detail
prior to its actual use, whereas the second stage, being dependent upon
the actual attack situation, cannot be developed in detail until the time
it is to be used. However, as will be discussed later, a certain amount

of preplanning for the second stage can be performed and it may be ap- i
propriate to develop several "off-the-shelf" plans.

The formulation of this two-stage plan is a direct result of the
preliminary analysis discussed earlier in this section, particularly the
relationship between distribution of people and distribution of shelter I
spaces, and consideration of the general conditions which have been dis-
cussed.

Inherent in the plan is the likelihood that under certain circum-
stances the community (in this case Boston) either will be a target or
will be in close proximity to a target. A detailed target analysis was
not performed on the City of Boston, because it is a known fact that the'
city is a major population center. This would no doubt make it a target
if population centers are targets. The facts that it has a major port,

has a Navy shipyard, and is close to other potential targets of a stra-
tegic nature also give rise to this likelihood. Therefore the allocation
plan must allow for the worst fallout situation; this places a severe
limitation on time for people to get to shelter. Clearly, for those
communities where it can be determined that they would not be within a
target area, the limitation on time would not be severe and the allocationn
plan might not have to be initiated in stages.
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It has already been discussed earlier in this section and shown in
Figures 5 through 8 that the distribution of shelter (PF 100 and over)
spaces does not match either the day or night population distribution.
The areas where excess shelter space occurs are limited primarily to
the "downtown" part of Boston. Furthermore, the majority of the lower
PF refuge space (PF 40-100) occurs in those standard locations which
also have excess shelter space. Thus even by including refuge space
with the higher protection shelter space there are many standard loca-
tions where there are not enough spaces to accommodate the daytime popu-
lation within those standard locations. The situation at night is about
the same. Most of the standard locations which do not contain sufficient
shelter or refuge space to accommodate the people normally located in
those areas are generally found in the periphery of the city and are
primarily residential in character. The distance between these areas
and the downtown part of the city is in most cases 4 to 10 miles. It
is evident, therefore, that in the worst fallout situation (that occurr-
ing from a blast close to the city with early arrival of fallout) there
would not be enough time for most people in these outlying areas to reach
available shelter in downtown Boston. If the situation were not that
serious, there might be more time; this condition is planned for in

S-Stage Two of the proposed plan. In addition, post-fallout movement of
people to higher protection can be planned as discussed later under
"Case C.

In the outlying areas, the insufficient quantity of public shelter
or refuge space and the inability of people to reach excess shelter in
the downtown area means that a relatively large proportion of the people
will have to use makeshift shelter. Fortunately, in the City of Boston
as in many other older eastern cities, most homes have basements. A
small amount of effort at the time an alert is sounded, such as covering
the basement windows with earth, would provide persons in the basement
with a protection factor of from 10 to 50, which during the early fall-
out period could mean the difference between surviving and not surviving.
Movement to higher protection shelter after the actual attack situation
has been evaluated might then be possible. The need for being inside
shelter at the time early fallout arrives cannot be overstressed, as is
shown later in the report.

In summary, the major findings which led to the formulation of this
particular allocation plan were as follows:

1. The determination that the relationship between location of

people and location of shelter spaces is unevenly balanced in
the relative quantities involved.
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2. The decision that the likelihood of early arrival of falluut

warranted a plan which would allow for this possibility.

3. The imposition of the major conditions that each person should
have a destination and that the plan should maximize the number

of survivors to the extent possible.

Appropriateness of the Plan for the City of Boston

Many reasons why the two-stage allocation plan is believed appro-

priate for the City of Boston have been implied in the earlier discussion. f
The plan does give everyone • dt1rinAtin in the casc of attack, and iL

is believed the plan will maximize the number of survivors from fallout
for most of the types of attack which can be postulated. Admittedly,
the plan is not particularly effective against a major attack on the
City of Boston itself, where the hazards from blast far outweigh the
hazards from fallout (at least initially). But as stated earlier, this

is an interim plan which only takes advantage of the protection which

is available; even in case of a major attack on the city, large numbers
of people in the periphery of the city will benefit from the plan.

The plan in its first stage takes into account the fact that the
actual attack situation will be unknown initially, and it does satisfy

the need of providing protection for the worst fallout situation (which

may be likely in this city). By assuring that people are within shelter

or refuge at the time fallout arrives, it provides for the likelihood
that the initial radiation intensity will be extremely high in certain

areas of the city. This, of course, satisfies the thesis that any shelter

is better than no shelter, especially at the time of arrival of early

fallout.

This plan, in its second stage, allows for follow-up plans to fit
more nearly the actual situation within the city. The opportunity for

ultimate improvement in the protection of inadequately sheltered persons f
is thus assured. For example, there still may be 2 or 3 hours to move

people after the first stage of the plan has been implemented and before
fallout is expected to arrive. If fallout has already arrived after the

first stage of the plan has been completed, then plans can be made to

move inadequately sheltered people to higher protection shelters or areas

of lower radiation intensity. This can be done through knowledge at the L
time of the location of people, their degree of protection, the geographi-

cal distribution of fallout and its radiation intensity, and location of

available shelter space. Plans can be arranged so that people are moved
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in order of urgency to areas of greater protection; the time, direction,
and destination of persons moved are planned in such a way that an in-

dividual's accumulated radiation dose is kept to a minimum.

The two-stage allocation plan is also appropriate because it re-

cognizes that while there will be more than sufficient stocked shelter
space to accommodate the population of the entire city (day or night),
the shelter spaces are not properly distributed to match the location of
the population. Ultimate use of nearly all shelter space can be the ob-
Jective of the second stage of the plan, if this is appropriate for the
actual situation. Post-attack movement of people will be perhaps more

feasible within this city than many others, because the railroad and
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:- throughout the city, can be made a part of the plan. Use of these trans-

portation networks can assure rapid movement of people from nearly any

point in the city to almost any other point, affording them a nominal
degree of protection during the movement.

Finally, the proposed two-stage plan is appropriate to a one-signal
alert, which has been suggested to replace the present two-signal system.

The latter system consists of a steady, continuous sound to indicate a
probable attack, followed by a "warbling" sound to indicate that attack
will be made at any moment. The two-signal system is confusing to much

of the public and it is hoped that use of one signal will end this con-
fusion. For the two-stage plan, one signal is all that is necessary to
inform people that they should proceed immediately to their shelters.

Alternative Shelter Allocation Plans

Several alternative shelter allocation plans have been considered
and for one reason or another have been deemed inappropriate. Some of
these alternatives will be discussed briefly here, with an indication
of their advantages and disadvantages.

One alternative would be to plan for the most likely actual situation
that can be postulated. Of course, such a plan must be based upon a de-
tailed target analysis within and around the city or community. Such a
plan has certain advantages and probably it is most appropriate-for com-
munities which can determine that they will be a hundrer miles or so from
the nearest target under all but the most unlikely circumstances. If
this determination is not that clear, however--if it would be reasonable
to conclude that the community might be a target or close to one--then
this plan does not appear as appropriate as planning for the worst fallout
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situation at least in a first stage plan. The latter is not dependent

upon a detailed target analysis and thus upon a calculation which cannot

really predetermine the actual situation.

Another alternative would be to plan for mass movement of all persons

in the city or community to the general locations where stocked shelter

exists. This plan could be based upon the use of vehicular transportation,

walking, or a combination of these modes of travel. The advantage of this

plan is that everyone would be protected by the best shelter available at

the earliest possible time. The disadvantages are that the plan is pro-

bably too goneral and thus could create or add to the confusion. It does

not take into account the time necessary for people to reach shelter and

the possihility that. peoplo st•.. ., ll be tavulilng when Salluu arrives.
A plan based upon the use of vehicular transportation for moving people
at the time of an alert is probably uinworkable, except in very small com- .I

munities where the number of vehicles and number of people being moved
would be small and adequately accommodated by the highway or road systems.
In larger communities, private automobiles would soon become tangled in

the worst traffic jam imaginable unless the moct strict policing and

control could be performed, which would be very doubtful. The use of

public transportation would require elaborate planning and organization;

even if this were obtained, the short time available for movement of a

confused, perhaps hysterical public makes the planned use of public trans-

portation highly questionable. Use of vehicular transportation can be

considered when there is sufficient time for adequate planning and or-
ganization.

Another plan which has been considered is that of "immediate take-
cover." The advantage of this plan, of course, is that those persons
close enough to adequate shelter will not only be protected immediately

from fallout but could also be protected from many of the blast effects.

The disadvantage is that those persons not close enough to enter adequate

shelter immediately will lose valuable time--time which could be used in

reaching adequate shelter and protection from fallout. The chances that

these people would survive blast effects by immediate take-cover are
rather slim. Inasmuch as there will be time for movement of people to
shelter before fallout arrives and because fallout is to be considered

the primary threat, delays in reaching shelter are not advisable.

Another plan that has been considered is one which communicates to
the people at the time the alert is sounded what they are to do or what

exact plan they are to follow, Its main advantage is that a plan can be

initiated immediately that is based upon the actual situation. The dis-

advintage is that it will probably be very difficult to direct and control
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people immediately following an alert. Trying to communicate an unfamil-

iar plan or destination to them, or one contrary to what they may have

anticipated, will only add to the confusion. It is believed that this
plan would not be successful in maximizing the number of survivors.

Another plan is in fact a combination of two of the alternative plans

already discussed. In this plan, there would be general mass movement of

persons to shelter upon the alert signal; however, a follow-up signal

would be used to inform them, if arrival of fallout is imminent, that
they should take cover immediately. The advantages of this plan combine
those mentioned earlier under the separate parts of this plan. The major

disadvantage is that the second signal can come at any time after a half-
hour or so. The people therefore have no idea how much time thev will
nave for movement, and they may not reach their destinations. In this

case they would be going from one door to another trying to find a shelter

which had available space and perhaps ultimately seeking a refuge or

makeshift shelter in a neighborhood with which they are unfamiliar.

Many other plans can be formulated--from the "do nothing" plan

which is obviously ridiculous to the most elaborate or complex plans

which in some respects are just as ridiculous. None, however, appears
as appropriate for the City of Boston as the two-stage plan which has

been proposed.

* Implications of the Two-Stage Plan

Certain implications arise as a direct result of the two-stage plan.

The plan assumes, in its first stage, that all three degrees of shelter--

stocked shelter, unstocked refuge, and makeshift refuge--will be used.

Current federal plans are to license, mark, and stock only those shelters
accommodating over 50 people and having a PF of 100 or more; this is

adequate only in part for the needs dictated by the proposed two-stage

allocation plan. In addition to licensing and marking shelters that will

be stocked, it will be necessary to license and mark shelters referred
to in this study as unstocked refuges. It will be necessary in marking

to distinguish between stocked shelters and unstocked refuges, and it
is recommended that these terms be employed. Thus all licensed shelters
meeting the federal criteria would be marked "Stocked Shelter" and the
refuges (shelters not meeting the federal PF requirement) would be marked

"Unstocked Refuge." However, licenses should be sought and marking per-

formed only on those refuges that will have to be used--in areas of the

city where excess stocked shelter exists, rofuges will not be needed and
should not be licensed and marked. On the signs marking both stocked
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shelters and unstocked refuges, the capacity of the protection area should

be indicated. It is not believed appropriate to indicate the PF because

this will only hinder the allocation or specific assignment of people to

the shelters or refuges. The PF could range anywhere from 40 to 5,000;

if a rerson has a knowledge of the PF he may attempt to pass up a shelter

of PF 200, for example, to which he has been directed in order to seek

* one having a PF of 1,000. It is believed, however, that the "unstocked
refuge" sign should indicate that it is for temporary use only and that

persons entering such a refuge may ultimately be moved to a stocked shel-
ter of higher protection, Makeshift refuges, of course, would be neither
licensed nor marked.

has to do with the instructions given the public. In the first stage, a
large number of people will be instructed to seek makeshift refuge until

the situation can be evaluated because they cannot reach stocked shelter
in the time available. In most cases, these people will use either their --

own or a neighbor's home basement. These instructions will appear to be
a reversion to the home shelter program, which many people now think has

been replaced by the National Fallout Shelter program. The fact that
this is not true will have to be fully explained to people in order to
retain their belief in civil defense and its program. These people will

also need to be informed as to the best ways to protect themselves in
makeshift refuges, and as to what quantities of food, water, and other.

supplies to provide. People who seek protection in unstocked public
refuges must also have been instructed in types and quantities of sup-
plies to take with them. In the early days of this plan, prior to the

time an extensive communications system is assured, people should also
be instructed to carry portable radios with them to shelters or refuges.
People.in unstocked and makeshift refuges will need to be able to measure

radiation intensity and accumulated dose, if they are to be able to plan

post-attack movements. Therefore they will need to be instructed in the -

purchase and use of cheap but adequate ratemeters and dosimeters.

In the planned and directed movement of people in the second stage,
very close coordination will be required among the people being moved,

the CD personnel directing the movement, and persons who are assisting
in the movement. For example, in a post-fallout situation people must

board railroad or rapid transit trains in a timely but orderly fashion
if these trains are to be useful at all. Therefore in the plan for using
these vehicles there must also be planning to assure a cleared path for [
travel, personnel to operate these vehicles, and persons to assist in
boarding passengers. Radiation monitoring must be an integral part of

the pre-movement planning and of the movement operation.
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These implications are but a few of the many that exist. Many other

considerations will become apparent to CD planning staffs and their as-
sisting groups as they further develop the plan toward actuality. As

questions or problems arise they should be written down, filed for later
reference, and then periodically monitored until satisfactory solutions
are obtained. This process should not cease with the development and

adoption of a plan; it should continue indefinitely as the plan is up-

dated, modified, and improved.

Planning Factors Derived for Use with the Two-Stage Plan

Te thrcc .. Jor planning fact4r. - ..,hich mus t be determined fnv hnbh

the first and second stages of the shelter allocation plan are: (1) time
available for moving people, (2) mode of travel which should be used
during the movement, and (3) distances people can be moved. These fac-
tors must be determined before general allocation of people to shelter,
specific assignment of people to shelter, or instructions to the public

can be made.

Several general guidelines can be followed in determining these
factors. These will be discussed first to indicate their applicability

to any city using this plan and then the specific planning factors used
in this study for Boston will be discussed.

In determining time available for movement, one might consider dis-

tance from the nearest blast as being the primary factor. In turn, the

type, size, and direction of the blast would affect this determination.
Superimposed on this would be the speed and direction of prevailing winds at

the time. Because the first stage of the two-stage plan is predicated

on the worst fallout situation, these many parameters are reduced to one

simple question--how soon can fallout arrive if the blast is adjacent to

the city but far enough away so that only fallout, and not blast effects,
is the primary threat? The speed with which fallout travels then becomes
the guiding principle. In addition, there may be time after the alert

is sounded and before the attack occurs, but this time cannot be planned
for. The attack could occur within 5 minutes after the alert, or in some
communities it could occur after 5 or more hours.

In the second stage, of course, the time available for movement de-
pends upon the time at which fallout is expected to arrive (based upon

evaluation of the actual attack) which again will depend upon the loca-

tion of the blast(s) and the speed with which fallout travels. If plan-
ning is for post-fallout movement of people, the time available for
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movement will depend upon the total accumulated dose which people will

be allowed to receive. Once this is determined, the time for movement

can be calculated from the accumulated dose received up to the time of ]
movement, plus the dose expected to be received during the movement

(considering radiation intensity at the point of departure, over the

travel route, and at the destination in conjunction with the protection

received during travel), plus the accumulated dose to be received during

time spent in shelter at the destination and dose that may be accumulated

after final emergence from the shelter.

The mode of travel used by people in movement to shelter depends
on several factors--number of people traveling, direction(s) of travel,

portation, and the ability to use the roads and highways. It is dif-

ficult to show guidelines upon which to actually instruct people in how

to travel to shelter. During the first stage, it is probably unrealistic

even to consider vehicular travel except in the smallest of communities

where road systems are more than adequate to handle the flow of traffic.

Public transportation could probably not be pressed into service in time

to be very effective, even in smaller communities.

In the second stage the amount of time available for pre-fallout
movement will also enter into the determination of mode of travel. As

this time becomes longer, the likelihood becomes greater that public

transportation could be used, at least in combination with walking. For

post-fallout movement, the use of vehicular transportation will probably
be mandatory for at least a portion of the travel, However, in this case

time will have been available to adequately plan and organize this move-

ment and streets will not be clogged with thousands of people trying to
move in the same direction at the same time. This movement can be more

easily directed and controlled.

The distance that can be traveled during movement of people to

shelter is primarily a direct result of the other two planning factors--

time and mode of travel. In addition, time taken for responding to the

alert and initiating the movement, as well as time taken in lining up

at the shelter, will reduce the distance that could be traveled. Other
factors, of course, include the weather, time of day, number of people

traveling on the same routes to shelters, and natural and man-made bar-

riers that must be circumvented. In the first stage, the distance that
can be traveled will generally be less than that which can be traveled

in the second stage. This is because the time for travel will be shorter,

more people will be traveling, reaction time will be greater, and control

over direction of movement will be less.
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First Stage Planning Factors for Boston

Time--30 Minutes

The time available for people to get to shelter during the
first stage in Boston was determined to be about 30 minutes. No time
has been allowed between the alert and the actual attack. This 30-minute
time is conservative for planning purposes and allows for the fact that
for fallout this early, people must be in shelter or refuge before fall-

r out arrives. (If the fallout were 10 hours old or more, this requirement

would not need to be quite so strict.) The decrease of dose rate with
time is indicated in Figure 11; for example the radiation intensity at
he .n.d off 6 h.... will bc 1C ;zrccnt of that at the cnd of 1 ho'ir a-te"

the blast, and at 48 hours the intensity is only 1 percent.

Mode of Travel.--Walking

The only reasonable mode of travel during the first stage in
Boston is walking. Admittedly, some people in vehicles at the time of
the alert may successfully reach stocked shelter that they would not have
reached by walking. Some others may be able to use their own automobiles
in the same way. But it is apparent that the roads and streets will very
soon become unusable for vehicular traffic because of traffic jams, aban-
doned vehicles, and mass movement of people on foot. The majority of the
people will start or end up walking to shelters or refuges, and for plan-
ning purposes it will be closer to the actual situation to base the gen-
eral allocation or specific assignment of people on walking as the travel
mode.

Distance--l Mile

This determination contains perhaps the most flexibility of
the three planning factors--the other two are fairly well established

Figure 11 represents the actual expected decay curve; this curve is

slightly different from the straight line (log-log) calculated using
the theoretical t-1. 2 equation. The latter line generally coincides
with the former, with some exceptions . For example, the straight
line indicates that the drop of intensity to 10 percent of its value
at 1 hour occurs at 7 hours instead of 6 hours.
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FIGURE 11

*I,. O DECREASE OF DOSE RATE WITH TIME
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merely by the assumption that the plan will provide Por the worst fallout

situation. First, the distance that can be traversed is dependent upon

tile actual time available for travel. A portion of the 30 minutes avail-

able for movement to shelter will be consumed as "reaction time" (to the

alert) and "queueing time" (at the shelter). For Boston, it is estimated

that perhaps 10 of the total 30 minutes will be used for these purposes.

For a given 30 minutes, therefore, a distance of only 1 mile could be

traversed, based on a walking rate of 3 miles per hour. Under normal

conditions of climate, during the day, and in areas relatively free of

large masses of people, most people could walk at a rate of 3 to 4 miles

per hour.

For planning purposes It is best to select a distance that wiiJ

most nearly fit the actual situation and that includes a consiesration

for less than ideal circumstances. The factors which would tend to re-

duce the distance that could be traversed were mentioned earlier. At

night, for example, a person could probably not travel as rapidly. On

the other hand, the large masses of people trying to reach shelter (also

an impediment to travel) will be less at night than during the day in

most locations because of the differences in population distribution.

These two factors might tend to counteract one another. The type of

weather at the time will also have an effect on distance planning.

Travel in rain, wind, or snow will be slower than in warm, sunny weather.

Natural and man-made barriers will decrease the crow-flight distance that

a person can travel. However, this factor is known and in determining

the movement of people it will be taken into account by moving people
along streets rather than in straight lines. On the positive side, the

urgency of the situation will probably cause people to travel more rapidly

than they would normally.

The distance that can be traversed in the first stage is seen,

therefore, to be quite variable. For planning purposes in the general

allocating or specific assigning of people to shelter it seems appropriate

to use 1 mile as the distance that can be walked in the 30 minutes by the
majority of the people under the likely conditions at the time.

Second Stage Planning Factors for Boston

Determination of the same three factors--time, mode of travel, and

distance--must also be made for the second stage of the plan. However,
because the second stage plan is not initiated until after the actual

attack situation is analyzed and evaluated, a true plan with specifically
determined planning factors cannot be developed until that time. In lieu

0
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of complete "on-the-spot" planning in which no pre-planning has been

performed, "off-the-shelf" planning can be used. These two types of

planning will be discussed, and three examples or cases have been pre-
pared for the latter.

"On-the-Spot" Planning

This type of planning is performed after the first stage of
the allocation plan has been implemented. The planning factors are
determined at that time, the over-all plan is developed, and people are
instructed further.

Guidelines nould be given here to indicate how the planning
factors can be determined, but for the most part they follow the general

guidelines given earlier in this section on planning factors. More spe-

cifically, they would follow the pattern or rationale used later in con-
junction with the three cases given under "Off-the-Shelf" Planning.

The primary advantage of "on-the-spot" planning is that a plan
is formulated or developed from the beginning that is based upon the data
and information being fed to the planning group. This information will
indicate the scope of the attack, bits that have been made, hits expected,
intensities and expected patterns of fallout, and so on; this will alluw
the planning group to make the necessary determinations and arrive at a
timely plan.

The disadvantages are several. A well-organized and very com-

petent planning group will have to be available, and consideration must
be given to the possibility that even though this group may exist on
paper, it may not have reached the "center" where the planning and
decision-making are to occur. Necessary data and information may be
slow in arriving at the "center" during the early time following the
alert. These two factors might combine so that valuable time would be
lost in developing a full-scale plan. While rapid planning may not be
necessary for some attack situations, it will be necessary for others.
For example, if fallout has already arrived, there will be several hours
to develop a plan which mobilizes railroad and rapid transit facilities
and personnel to assist in the movement of people. On the other hand,
if fallout is not expected to arrive for 2 or 3 hours after the first
stage of the plan has been implemented, there will be need for an im-
mediate plan for moving people to higher protection.
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0i "Off-the-Shelf" Planning

The major part of this type of planning is performed during
the normal course of planning general allocation and specific assignment
of people to shelter and refuge. Essentially it consists of developing

* a number of different plans--perhaps a dozen or so--to fit a series of
postulated likely situations. At the time Stage One of the allocation
plan has been implemented, the second stage plan most nearly fitting the
actual attack situation is pulled 'off the shelf," modified as necessary
to meet actual conditions, and then initiated. The major advantage of

this type of planning is that the bulk of the planning work has already
been performed prior to the time the plan is actually required. In ad-
dit-on +hn prepnaration of P nuimber of alternative plans will make the
planning group aware of the many factors and problems that have to be
considered prior to the time a plan is required. In a sense, it over-
comes many of the disadvantages of "on-the-spot" planning while at the
same time retaining a*large part of the major advantages of "on-the-spot"
planning.

"Off-the-shelf" planning does have some disadvantages, of

course. At the time a second stage plan is to be implemented, there
may be a tendency, especially if time is short, merely to implement a
plan without waiting for necessary data and information to modify it
so as to truly fit the situation. Another closely related disadvantage
is that the knowledge that plans have been prepared may lull the planning
group into the belief that every situation has been covered, when in fact

this may not be the case. A degree of "on-the-spot" planning will almost
always be necessary.

To show how "off-the-shelf" planning could be performed and to
indicate the probable results of such planning, three cases have been
prepared. Planning factors have been determined and general allocation
of people to shelter and refuge has been performed for each case. Plan-
ning factors are discussed in this section and general allocation in
Section IV.

Case A. In Case A it has been postulated that fallout will not
arrive for 2 to 3 hours after the first stage of the allocation plan has
been implemented. The time planning factor to be used in the second stage
in moving people from low quality refuge to stocked shelters or higher quality
unstocked refuge is taken as 2 hours because, with the uncertainty involved,
it is better to take the lower time limit so that people are not still
moving when the fallout arrives. The "age" of the fallout is still young
enough so that this is important (see Figure 11).
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The most appropriate mode of travel for the people being moved

ij Boston is walking. It is conceivable that some vehicular transporta-

tion could be used but an extremely well-organized and carefully developed

plan for mobilizing and controlling vehicles would be required. The like-
lihood of being able to implement such a plan in the time available seems

doubtful.

The distance that can be traveled in the 2 hours available will
be about 5 miles. (This assumes, of course, that people actually have
2 hours to travel, i.e., that this time is not used up in drawing up
the plan and communicating instructions to the people.) This time-
distance relationship is realistic because people probably will not
do-]av in 1'+4•g tn the i1cxtrijc+-inn not nii•te as many neonle are

moving as in the first stage, and those who are moving will do so under
greater direction and control than in the first stage. Although the
distance of 5 miles has been chosen for this particular case, it can
of course be modified to suit conditions. For example, it might be ap-
propriate to cut this distance by half if the plan is initiated at night,
during the winter, with several inches of snow and ice on the roads and
a temperature well below freezing.

Case B. In Case B it has been postulated that fallout will

not arrive for 10 hours after the first stage of the allocation plan has L
been implemented. The time available to relocate people in unstocked
shelters and makeshift refuges to stocked shelters is therefore about
10 hours.

For planning purposes, the mode of travel is again taken as
walking. With 10 hours time available, a certain amount of vehicular T
transportation could be used. This would depend upon a well-organized
and developed plan for mobilizing vehicles and persons to operate the

vehicles and direct the movement. If people were to use their own auto-
mobiles, traffic direction and control would be required. With 10 hours
available this could probably be worked out if vehicles and any other -
obstructions left in the streets during the first stage could be removed.
However, in the 10 hours available, vehicles should not have to be used
except to move young children, the elderly, and the sick; all people in
the City of Boston should be able to reach available space in stocked
shelters. The maximum distance involved would be 12 miles which could
easily be walked by the able in 10 hours, and most of the people would
not have to travel that far.

A question that is bound to arise is, "If there are 10 hours

before fallout arrives, why nct evacuate the city because the next bomb
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hi might be aimed for the city?" Certainly evacuation is a more reasonable

objective if there is adequate protection and if supplies of food, water,

medical necessities, etc., are available at the destination. This will

probably not be the case for some time. Furthermore, while it is pos-

sible that the next bomb will be aimed at the city, many other circum-

stances are also likely. If fallout is not due to arrive for 10 hours
and the decision has been made to move people over this time, then it

has been determined likely that no bomb will be detonated on or near

the city during this time. To make such a determination requires the

knowledge that the attack is over either because it was an accident or

was caused by an Nth power, or was a limited war in that truce has been

called and agreed upon by both parties. If one of these or a similar

situation is not the case, then the decision to have people move over

this time probably would not be mAide.

Case C. In Case C it has been postulated that fallout arrives

shortly after the first stage of the plan has been completed and before

the second stage can be initiated. In this case, there will be many

hours for developing a second stage plan and mobilizing equipment, ve-

hicles, and personnel to assist in carrying out the plan. In addition

to the three major planning factors to be determined--time, mode of

travel, and distance--some other major points must be established. At

what time after the fallout has arrived should people be moved? Which
people should be moved first? Over what route should they travel? Should

they be moved into the downtown part of Boston where there are excess

stocked shelter spaces, or should they be moved to areas where the radia-

tion intensity is low enough that home basements or other refuge facili-

ties provide adequate protection? Obviously, none of these questions

can be answered until the actual attack situation has been evaluated and

the fallout patterns, radiation intensities, and urgency of moving cer-

tain people has been established. For purposes of this hypothetical case,

it is assumed that all people in refuges will be moved to available

stocked shelter spaces in the city. The distribution of fallout, ur-

gency of moving certain people first, and routes to be used (or avoided)

during the movement will be discussed later.

The time available for the movement of inadequately sheltered

people to stocked shelter is determined to be about 1 hour at the most.

Obviously the time should be kept as low as possible, since little pro-

tection from radiation will be available during movement and the projected

accumulated dose should not be more than 250 to 300 rem. Greater doses

begin to cause illness which requires medical attention and such attention

may have to be devoted to more serious cases. Furthermore, the availa-

bility of facilities to care for people with radiation sickness will be

limited.
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The need for having 1 hour for movement of some people was

* determined by considering the distance to be traveled and the mode of
travel to be used. The distance to be traveled will be up to 10 or

12 miles--the maximum distances from the outlying residential areas of

Boston to the "downtown" area. The mode of travel must be a combination
0 0 of walking and public transportation. Use of private automobiles will

probably not be feasible, except perhaps to get to public transportation

pickup points. Any greater use than this would be difficult to direct

and control and would waste time, thus causing greater accumulated doses

not only for the people being moved but also for personnel directing and

controlling the movement. The railroad and rapid transit networks in
Boston are extensive enough so that a 15- to 30-minute walk will place
everyone at a point where he could board A train (Ree Figure 9). Th,

use oi Lýrains w±il have to be wel.L organized, but this arranging can be

done in the time available preceding the actual movement. By using trains U
that have their own rights of way, the need for clearing streets of aban-
doned vehicles will be mostly eliminated. Furthermore, once these trains

are filled, the trip to the downtown area can be made in a few minutes. I
People could be unloaded underground at their destinations and then
directed to available shelter. Use of buses instead of trains would
take more time to move people, and the problem of clearing routes for I
the buses might be insurmountable in a relatively short period of time,

especially in areas where streets are narrow and buildings prevent push-
ing cars off the streets.

The last factor to be considered here is, how soon should the

movement of people to improved shelter begin after the fallout has arrived. I
For this case the time selected would be about 2 days post-fallout for
persons in unstocked refuges having a PF of about 40. This is based

upon the time for movement, other planning factors discussed for this I
case, and the distribution of fallout and its radiation intensity. To
make this determination, various relationships among PF's and accumulated

doses were calculated--Figure 12. For this example it was assumed that
the fallout arrived at to + 1 hour (i.e., 1 hour after the blast); it
stopped falling at to + 3 hours; and the maximum radiation intensity

(in areas of maximum fallout) at to + 3 hours is 1,000 R/hr. Figure 12
shows that the dose received during the I hour of travel to improved
shelter is such that it is better to remain in low protection refuge

until about 2 days. (A uniform dose rate and no protection were assumed
during the sortie--actually this would occur only under the worst cir-
cumstances and the average dose rate during the sortie would be something

less than indicated in the figure for most people. The degree to which
it is less may affect the time when the movement should occur.) Figure 12
also shows the importance of being in a refuge or shelter prior to the

time fallout arrives. As indicated by this figure, a PF of 40 or more
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FIGURE 12

, CUMULATIVE DOSE UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS--Example 1
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is necessary to keep the accumulated dose down to 250-300 rem. Of course,

not everyone will have oven this protection, but the number of persons in

this zone of maximum radiation intensity will be a small portion of the
total. As a result, the number of persons receiving a total dose of over
300 rem would be relatively small. These people, however, are the ones
whom it will be most urgent to move when the time comes and calculations

must be made to determine the optimum time for this movement. Those who
are injured, sick, or have the highest accumulated doses to date should

be moved first.

As another example, calculations were made for persons being

moved from unstocked PF 20 refuges to stocked PF 200 shelters, assuming
slightly different radiation intensities; see Figure 13. It was assumed
that fallout arrived at to + I hopr; it stopped falling at to + 3 hours;
nnd the mnximum radiation intensity nt t "- 3 hours is 400 R/hr. Further
assuming a uniform dose rate and no protection during the 1 hour sortie,
Figure 13 shows that the optimum time for movement to stocked shelter

would be between 15 hours and 48 hours after the blast.

In moving people, the high intensity radiation zones should be
avoided. This is obvious, but the zone determinations will have to be

made.

To summarize this case, people in inadequate shelter can be
moved to adequate shelter beginning several hours after fallout has ar-
rived. At that time they can be instructed to travel by Coot to the
nearest railroad or rapid transit line to board a train at a certain

tJ n 4o Ihey (:An ho MovP(I In 11Pl oo 1ri 410I r111111):

Again, it should be stressed that the assumptions made in this
case were purely hypothetical,, to show the process of planning for the
post-fallout movement of people. A number of different cases of this
type, using different sets of assumptions, should be prepared if the

"off-the-shelf" planning technique is to be used.

Actually, "on-the-spot" planning is probably more appropriate
for post-fallout situations. The factors which affect this determination
are PF of present shelter and accumulated dose to date, protection avail-

able during transit, variation in radiation intcnsity during transit, and
the speed with which people can be movc-:. F" determining these factors,
an optimum time for movement can be calculated for any situation--the
ones shown in Figures 12 and 13 are only two examples of the hundreds

which could be developed.
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L CUULAIVE OSE FIGURE 13
CUM LATVE OSEUNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS--Example 2
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IV GENERAL ALLOCATION OF PEOPLE TO SHELTER

SOnce the preliminary analysis has been made and a shelter allocation

plan has been formulated, the next step is to make a general allocation

of people to shelter. This involves the determination, in general terms,
of the people who will be able to reach different grades of shelters under
the allocation plan and what shelter will be used by these people. The

movement of people under the allocation plan discussed in Section III is
analyzed and bi•altor collcction -H,• I ,he a•,'',,-,,

of individual people to specific shelters, which can only be accomplished

after having first analyzed assignments in general terms, will be dis-

cussed in Section V.

The reasons for making a general allocation of people to shelters
are several:

1. Data must be developed which can be used to prepare instructions
informing the public what to do at the time of a CD alert.

2. Data on the status at the end of Stage One of the allocation

plan form the basis for plans for Stage Two.

3. The real areas of adequate shelter are determined. (The prelim-

inary analysis using SL boundaries did not take into account the
specific locations of shelters and movement of people between

SL boundaries.)

4. Which shelters and refuges will actually be used in the alloca-
tion plan is determined. As a result, which shelters should be
marked and stocked and which refuges should be marked are known.

5. A basis is prepared for later specific assignments of people to
shelters.
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General Allocation for Stage One of the Plan*

In making the general allocation for Stage One, the planning factors
discussed in Section III were used. For Stage One these were that 30 min-
utes would be available to reach shelter, that approximately 1 mile could
be traveled in this time, and that the primary mode of transportation
would be walking. Several assumptions also had to be made. First of
these was that of the shelters and refuges located by the A&E's in their
surveys, those which would be needed would be licensed and could be used.
The fact that this would probably not actually be the case does not af- I
fect the method used to make general allocations in this report. It was
also assumed that people would not bypass nearby shelters to travel to
some other area with a large amount of excess shelter, even though this I

, .. -•. .. ailaLbl. to outlying ,i'-ias w'hich had inadc'1'wi z zb, c&.
People can be expected to follow their instincts for personal survival and
will probably go to whatever shelter is nearest. Finally, it was assumed I
that, given a choice, people would choose shelter with a PF of 100 to
1,000 in preference to space with a PF of 40-99 which was marked as a I
refuge.

The allocation method utilizes a graphic approach in analyzing the
problem and making assignments. Since the problem involves the various
locations of shelter and the movement of people to these shelters, the
use of maps was felt necessary.

The following informational inputs are required for the analysis:

1. The standard location and the shelter facility summary printouts
from Phase II of the A&E survey.

2. The shelter location map previously developed and discussed in
Section III.

3. The maps from Section III showing areas of excess shelter and
unsheltered populations by standard location.

4. A U.S. Geological Survey map of the City of Boston, scale 1:24,000.

5. The land use map of Boston. I

The approach discussed here is also appropriate to communities that
choose a plan different from that suggested for Boston. Allocation is
desirable for any plan similar to the one suggested in this report and
the method used for Boston is applicable to almost all communities. I
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6. The base map of Boston showing city streets and major landmarks,
* discussed in Section III.

Allocation of Day Population to Shelter

The allocation of people to shelter is essentially a step-by-step
process. Outlined below are the steps which were taken in the study of
Boston.

1. The base map of Boston was attached to a drafting table with a
sheet of tracing paper on top, so that the base map could be
read through the tracing paper.

2. The city was divided into parts among which little or no cross-
movement of people would occur during Stage One of the plan.
Each part could then be analyzed separately. For the City of
Boston, four different areas could be treated individually in a
meaningful way: East Boston, Charlestown, Brighton, and Boston
proper. The boundaries making Brighton a separate area are, of
nourse, only "paper boundaries." Normally this area could not
be analyzed by itself since the neighboring communities, parti-
cularly Brookline and Newton, would also have to be considered.

However, under the basic assumption of this research study, prob-
lems resulting from communities adjacent to Boston were not
considered.

3. Starting with one section of the city (the smallest section was
chosen first to gain proficiency in the allocation process),
allocation of people was made for shelters with a PF of 100 and
over.

4. A line was drawn on the tracing paper representing 1 mile dis-
tance from areas of excess shelter as shown by the maps of ex-
cess shelters. This distance line was drawn on the basis of
actual shelter locations within the standard location rather
than on the basis of SL boundaries. Moreover, the distance was
measured along actual travel routes through the streets rather
than "as the crow flies."

5. The unsheltered people within the "distance line" were allocated
to the shelters with excess or unused space. Where it was nec-
essary to determine the number of unsheltered people for only a
portion of a standard location, an estimate was made. The shel-
ter location map, along with the shelter facility summary,
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Lprovides information as to the number of shelter spaces in the
affected area; the land use map, street patterns, and knowledge

of the city provide the basis for estimating the population

within the particular section of the standard location. The
allocation process also must take into account that those people

closest to a shelter will fill that shelter first. As a result,
people located 1 mile from excess shelter may actually be farther
than 1 mile from shelter that has not already been filled. When
this situation occurs, an approximation must be made as to which -

areas of people can actually reach unused shelters and a new line
must be drawn on the map to indicate where this occurs.

6. If there is sufficient excess shelter to ac.commodate the number
oi u=;huJtcred pocplc within the area of the distan" lni, =is

line becomes the "shelter limit line" used to define the shelter
drainage area. The shelter limit line is used as the basis for
instructions to the public telling them what to do at the sound-
ing of the CD alert. A record should be kept of the location
and approximate amount of shelter space that remains unused after
this allocation process because this information is necessary to
planning assignments in Stage Two. -

7. If there is insufficient excess shelter to accommodate the number
of unsheltered people within the limits of the distance line,
allocation is made by working outward from the area of excess
capacity, adding unsheltered people until the shelter capacity

is filled. A shelter limit line is drawn where the number of
unsheltered people matches the amount of excess shelter space.
Unsheltered population for parts of standprd locations is esti-
mated as in Step 5. The topographical map, street map, land
use map, and estimates of human behavior are used in determining
how people would move to shelters.

8. Steps 3 through 7 are repeated for the other sections of the city
until allocation of shelters with a PF of 100 and over is
completed.

9. Steps 3 through 8 are then repeated for the allocation of people
still unsheltered to shelters with a PF of 40-99. In this case,
the number of unsheltered people without PF 40-99 space is as-
signed to the total amount of space with PF 40-99 in those areas

where the population has already been accommodated in PF 100 and I
over space.
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10. Those people who in Stage One are still not allocated to shelter

will be required to use whatever shelter or makeshift refuge is
available in their own neighborhoods.

Results of the Allocation of Day Population to Shelter

The end result of the process outlined above is a map which shows
the movement of people into different grades of shelters. The map devel-

0 oped to show the allocation of day population to shelters in Boston is
"shown in Figure 14. The dark green shapes indicate the location of large

amounts of PF 100 and over shelter space to which people without shelter
in their immediate neighborhoods would move. The green lines show the

able to reach PF 100 and over shelters within the 30 minutes allowed in
Stage One. The yellow lines indicate the boundaries of the areas (light

yellow) in which all of the people would be able to reach shelters with

at least a PF of 40. Those people in areas (light red) outside the green
* and yellow lines would have to use makeshift refuge if there were no marked

shelters or refuges in their immediate neighborhoods. The arrows indicate
the general directions of the movement of people to shelters. The broken

lines indicate where there is a distinct change in the direction of the
movement to shelters.

A detailed explanation of the analysis and individual decisions made

in developing the allocation map would be extensive. However, a brief
statement of the analysis made in East Boston will serve as an example
of how allocations were made throughout the City of Boston.

Almost all of the shelter space with a PF of 100 and over in East

Boston is found at only two locations, The MTA subway tunnel under the
Boston Harbor, which can be reached from the Maverick Street Station, has

a capacity of 6,500. The Sumner and Callahan highway tunnels, whose east-
ern portals are located near the boundary between SL 7 and SL 8, have

space for 24,825 people.* The 1-mile distance was measured from the

The space in Sumner and Callahan tunnels was assigned arbitrarily by

the A&E's to the standard locations in which the western portals were

located, SL 25 and SL 26. Because these standard locations are both

in an area of downtown Boston which already has large amounts of ex-
cess space, it was decided to reassign the tunnel space to East Boston
where a shortage of space exists. The tunnels are patrolled by guards
on a 24-hour basis and, in time of alert, the western portals could

easily be closed to make all of the space available to East Boston.
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entrances of these tunnels since the remaining shelters are too small to
serve more than the people in their immediate neighborhoods. The south-
ern and western boundaries of East Boston, which are formed by Boston.1 Harbor, are within an easy 1-mile walk to the tunnels. A line I mile
east of the MTA tunnel cuts through the Logan Airport property, about a

third of a mile west of the passenger terminal building. To the north,
the distance line was drawn 1/4 mile north of Eagle Square. Within the
area of the distance lines, the number of unsheltered people is less than
the amount of excess shelter space existing as a result of the highway

and subway tunnels. However, the shelter limit line to the north was
drawn slightly to the south of the distance line. There is a natural
boundary formed by the railroads, expressway, and a change in land use
which spp-d ÷c •ah greatcr -. " -- -6-- - a llm•i ilne used in Instruc-

tions to the public than did the distance line. Most of the people to
the north of the shelter limit line in East Boston will have to utilize

marked shelter and makeshift refuge in their immediate neighborhoods.

There is only a negligible amount of PF 40-99 space south of the shelter

limit line which is close enough to be reached by those located in the
northern portion of East Boston. As a result it was not felt desirable

to establish a PF 40 and over limit line since it would be located only
slightly north of the PF 100 and over limit line. In Figure 14 it has
been shown coincident with the PF 100 and over limit line at this point.

The result of placing the limit lines as indicated is that, of the
total 38,739 PP 100 and over spaces in SL's 3 through 12 (south and west
of the limit line), 24,568 can be used during the day and 34,768 can be

used during the night. None of the PF 40-99 unstocked refuge and, of
course, no makeshift refuge will have to be used. Those people in the
passenger terminal araa at the airport (estimated to be 1,500 in the day-
time and 500 at night), although not able to reach the space in the tun-
nels, will be able to find more than enough space with a PF of 70-99 in
*the various buildings at the airport. In that area there is no need to
mark and use PF 40-69 space. All 2,068 spaces having PF 100 and over and
all 1,413 spaces having PF 40-99, will be required both day and night in
SL's 1 and 2. In addition, 29,519 people during the day and 8,219 people
during the night will have to use makeshift refuge.

The analyses of the other sections of Boston were performed in a man-
ner similar to that for East Boston and will not be commented upon further
except to note that in Charlestown, as in the passenger terminal area at
the airport, it was unnecessary to use any of the space which had a PF of
40-69. In the downtown areas of Boston proper it was not necessary to
use any space with a PF of less than 100.
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Figure 14 provides a graphic statement of the results of the assign-

ment of the daytime population to shelters in Boston. By moving people
to shelter during the 30-minute time period allowed during Stage One, the

size of the areas where people are not all able to reach shclters with a

PF of 40 and over has been reduced from that shown in Figure 7, where

people were assigned space only by standard locations. However, a large

area of the city must still make use of makeshift refuge. An analysis
which only related the total number of available shelter spaces to the
total population would not have revealed the existence of areas lacking
shelter. The tabulation below shows numerical results of the general
allocation of day population to shelter during Stage One of the plan:

Shelter Groups
Stocked Shelter, Unstocked Refuge, Makeshift

PF 100 & Over PF 40-99 Refuge

No. of persons--daytime 773,672 149,312 291,711
Percentage of daytime
population 64% 12%W 24%1

Percentage of total
available space 537 10% Unknown

Of the daytime population, 24 percent would have to use makeshift
refuge during Stage One even though the total amount of shelter space with
a PF of 40 or more is equal to 237 percent of the daytime population. The

location of shelters in relation to the location of people is such that
53 percent of the space with a PF of 100 and over and only 10 percent of
the space with a PF of 40-99 is used.

Allocation of Night Population to Shelter

Since the number and distribution of people at night differs from
the number and distribution during the daytime, a general allocation of

the nighttime population to shelter must also be made, The same method
of analysis was used for the night population as was used for the day pop-
ulation. The tabulation below shows the numerical results of the alloca-
tion of the nighttime population to shelter,
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* j Shelter Groups
Stocked Shelter, Unstocked Refuge, Makeshift

PF 100 & Over PF 40-99 Refuge

No. of persons--nighttime 478,988 155,293 304,095

Percentage of nighttime
population 51% 17% 32%

Percentage of total
available space 33% 11% Unknown

7' As a result of the increase at night in the number of people in the
residential areas and a decrease at night in the population in the downtown
arcaz, the pe;rce.itage of tne population which must use PF 40-99 space and

* makeshift shelters is greater at night than during the day. The areas in
which all of the population can reach shelter with a PF of 100 and over or
PF 40 and over also changes, as can be seen in Figure 15. The areas where
people must use makeshift shelter have decreased somewhat in size but are

still quite large.

Translation of Graphic Allocations into Instructions to the Public

The general allocation of people to shelters is a purely academic
process unless the allocations which have been made on paper can be issued
as instructions to the public telling them what to do at the time of a

CD alert. The general allocation maps form the basis for the development
of such instructions. Since the shelter limit lines are drawn along actual
streets and landmarks, the inlormation on the maps can be easily translated

into instructions for people in different sections of the city.

East Boston will be used again as an example area for the preparation

of wriL~en instructions for the public based upon the analysis made during
the general allocation. An outline of how the instructions might read is
as follows:

1, From the first sounding of the alert signal, yuu have approxi-
mately 30 minutes in which to seek some sort of shelter. In this
time you cannot expect to be able to walk more than 1 mile. The
kind of shelter which can be reached within this time depends
upon the part of East Boston in which you are located.
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2. Those people located in Area A* of East Boston should use the

marked shelter in their immediate neighborhoods, if such shelter

is available. If no shelter is available in your neighborhood

or if it is already filled with other people, proceed to either

the Maverick Street MTA Station or the portals of Callahan and

Sumner tunnels located near Central Square, whichever is closest.

iI Area A includes that portion of East Boston bounded by a line

drawn one block north of Eagle Square to the Boston & Albany

R.R. tracks, south along the tracks to Prescott Street 1wost

along Prescott Street to the end of the street, south through

the Logan Airport property just east of the passenger terminal

area to Boston Harbor, and then west and north along the water-

front to one block north of Eagle Square.

* 3. Those people located in Area B** should follow the signs direct-

ing them to the refuge type shelter located in their immediate

vicinities. Area B is the passenger terminal area of Logan

Airport.

4. Those people in Area C should utilize the marked shelters or

refuges located in their immediate vicinities. If there is no

marked shelter or refuge within one or two blocks, immediately

seek makeshift refuge. Area C is that portion of East Boston

which is north of Memorial Park and east of the Boston & Albany

R.R. tracks.

The instructions for East Boston are appropriate both day and night,

since the shelter limit lines developed in the general allocation analy-

sis are the same for day and night. In other parts of Boston, however,

the shelter limit lines differ according to the tine of day. As a result,

there are basically four alternative kinds of instructions which can be

issued to the public:

1. Issue one set of instructions for the daytime condition and an-

other set for nighttime (the latter set also would be used on

Sundays and holidays).

* Light green in Figures 14 and 15.

** Light yellow in Figures 14 and 15.

*** Light red in Figures 14 and 15.
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2. Issue only the day or the night'instructions, according to which

condition is thought to be most likely.

3. Issue instructions based upon the maximum population within each

area of the city, expecting some shelters will not be used fully;
or issue instructions based upon minimum population and expect

overcrowding of shelters at certain times. I I

4. Issue instructions based upon a shelter limit line which is a

compromise between the day and night conditions and which recog-

nizes that a limited amount of overcrowding of shelters is per-
haps permissible.

- nrp -f the aborn, .1+pe-ntives is ideal. Alternative 1 brings
about what is probably the optimum use oi bliIL; bLat imay ý,act te's nn(nfi-

sion in the public mind. The other alternatives either do not utilize
shelter to the greatest possible extent or else risk the lives of people
who are caught on the streets trying to get into shelters which are al-

ready full or who die from the overcrowded conditions within the shelter.

Since each of the alternatives has inherent problems whose extent will
depend upon the particular city and area within that city, this research

report does not attempt to suggest the one right answer. Each local CD
organization must make a policy decision after it has evaluated its own
situation.

General Allocation for Stage Two of the Plan

The general allocation for Stage Two follows the same basic methods
as those used in Stage One. The only major differences are that differ-
ent planning factors are used (time, distance, and mode of travel) and
that the matching of people to shelters is done using the number of inad-
equately sheltered people (i.e. those in unstocked and makeshift refuges)
and excess space still existing after the Stage One plan has been imple-
mented. Whether the Stage Two allocations are made "on the spot" at the

time of the alert or are made prior to an alert for later use as "off-
the-shelf" plans does not change the method and approach used.

Before making the general allocations for Stage Two, the local CD
organization must carefully assess its capabilities for carrying out a
Stage Two plan and then incorporate its assessment with the planning
factors and decision rules used in making the assignments to shelter.
The ability to communicate instructions to the public after Stage One
has actually been put into effect must be determined. Stage Two plans -•
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which cannot be communicated to the public can never be carried out. The

extent to which various transportation systems can be used to move people

during Stage Two must also be established. Then steps must be taken to

ensure that the transportation systems will be operational when actually

needed.

In order to illustrate the allocation process in Stage Two through

the use of the three cases discussed in Section III, it was assumed that

the necessary instructions could be communicated to the public and that

certain abilities to transport people would exist.

Case A

In Case A, fallout was not expected to arrive until 2 to 3 hours

after Stage One had been implemented. Two hours were allowed for people

who were in makeshift and PF 40-99 refuges at the end of Stage One to

reach stocked shelter with a PF of 100 and over. Approximately 5 miles
could be traveled in this time, using walking as the primary mode of

transportation.

The results of the assignment of the nighttime population to shelters
are shown in Figure 16. The green lines indicate the limits of the areas

in which people would be able to reach better shelter. The arrows show
the general direction of the movement to shelter. The dark green shapes

indicate the location of PF 100 and over shelters with excess space at
* the end of Stage One and to which people would move in Stage Two.

In making the allocations, it was assumed that people already in
space with a PF of 100 and over at the end of Stage One would not move

even though this might make space available for inadequately sheltered
people. As a result, the distances were measured only from the dark green

shapes (Figure 16). It was assumed also that people in PF 40-99 space at

the end of Stage One would not necessarily relocate in Stage Two even if

- -they were told that such a movement would improve their protection. There-
fore, no assignment of poorly sheltered people was made to PF 40-99 refuge

space which had been used in Stage One.

In East Boston, all people in inadequate shelter would be able to
reach the Callahan and Sumner tunnels. In order to make room for these

people in Stage Two, the people in the tunnels at the end of Stage One
would be directed to walk through the tunnels and obtain shelter in the

financial district of downtown Boston. Such instructions are practical
since adequate shelter management to carry out the orders exists for the

tunnels because of their 24-hour guard system. Those people in the
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Charlestown area who are poorly sheltered would be able to reach downtown

Boston by way of the bridges over the Charles River. In Brighton, only
a portion of the population would be able to reach the excess shelters in
the institutions located along the Charles River because the amount of

the shelter is limited and the distance to downtown Boston is too great.

A large section of Boston proper would also not be able to reach better
shelter because of the excessive distance from such shelter. As a result
these people would be instructed to remain where they are.

The map showing the allocations for the daytime would be identical
to Figure 16 with the exception of the Brighton area. Because of the

decreased population during the day, all of the people would be able to
reach shelter with a PF of 100 and over. The other shelter limit linsp

V-11 ,oi nailnge XCcaub hIly a.t based upou djsiance to shelter rather
than capacity of shelters. The numerical results of Stage Two shelter

space allocations in Case A are shown below.

Shelter Groups

Stocked Shelter, Unstocked Refuge, Makeshift
PF 100 & Over PF 40-99 Refuge

Daytime

No. of persons 1,044,757 29,207 140,736
Percentage of population 86% 2% 12%
Percentage of space
available 72% 2% Unknown

Nighttime

No. of persons 726,468 38,730 173,178
Percentage of population 78% 4% 18%
Percentage of space
available 50% 3% Unknown

Case B

In Case B fallout is postulated not to arrive until 10 hours after
Stage One has been implemented. Within this 10-hour period, the entire
population would be able to reach shelter with a PF of 100 and over. The
longest distance traveled would be about 10 miles, which could be easily
accomplished by walking and/or the use of somc vehicular transportation.
More than enough stocked shelter exists to accommodate the entire popu-
lation, so this would not be a limiting factor in the movement of people.
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Only 65 percent of the space with a PF of 100 and over would be used in

the nighttime and 84 percent in the daytime.

The primary problem facing the local CD organization in a situation i
such as Case B would be whether to move people to the high protection

shelters most of which are located in the downtown area. The risk that

the downtown area will be closer to a possible target area would have to

be assessed and weighed in relation to the expected radiation that would

be received by people located in lower grade shelters. The problems of

traffic control and such would be small in comparison with deciding in

which direction to move people.

In Case C, fallout was postulated to arrive shortly after Stage One -r
had been completed. Therefore, the movement of people would be made

through sorties from areas of inadequate shelter or high radiation to

stocked shelters where lower radiation intensities would be experienced. r
Because of the transportation network in Boston, it would be feasible to
relocate people. The factors important in making shelter allocations

have been discubsed in Section III. The general allocation would be the f
sum of each of the individual sorties decided upon, using the criteria

and considerations discussed in Section III. Because a great deal of

flexibility is needed in the locations to which people can be moved, it

would probably be desirable to license and stock all shelters with a PF1

of 100 and over in Boston even though there is a greater number of shel-
ter spaces of this sort than there are people in the city.

9I
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V SPECIFIC ASSIGNMENT OF PEOPLE TO SHELTER

Specific assignment means the assignment of people to space located
in specific fallout shelters. In the general allocation of people to
shelter discussed in Section IV, the direction of movement was performed
on a general, over-all basis. In specific assignment, people will be
told the exact location and name of the shelter to which they should go.
Specific assignments can only be determined for the first stage of the
allocation plan, however. They cannot be made for the second stage be-

:cAuse tht dc-tinhLion of people is dcpendent u.qua In, 1 ,,'uaL attack situ-
ation and cannot be determined until that time.

Making specific shelter assignments is desirable for several rea-
sons. First, each individual would know his own specific destination at
the time of an alert; therefore, public confidence in the CD program
would be increased and the confusion and potential for panic during the
actual alert should be greatly reduced. Second, greater distance could
be traveled during the time allowed for Stage One, since people would
know exactly where they were going and would not waste time looking for
shelters able to accommodate fl';.a. Third, utilization of the shelter
space would be maximized because specific assignments obviate the prob-
le- of too many people going to one shelter and not enough to another.
Shelter managers for each facility could be provided for in specific
assignments and the management problem within each shelter would be sim-
plified since the group using the space is predetermined. Fourth, plan-
ning and movement of people in Stage Two is made easier since the exact
location of people after Stage One is implemented will be known--it will
not have to be determined during the attack. Post-attack problems will
also be simplified since locations of human resources will be known.

Considerable time and effort is involved in making specific assign-
ments. As a result, the local CD organization should not wait until spe-
cific assignments have been made before publishing the general allocation
and use plan. The general allocation discussed in Section IV forms the
basis for the essential instructions to the public. Specific assignment
should be treated as a second phase, in which more detailed instructions
are issued the public.

A systematic planning approach is needed to accomplish specific
assignment of people to shelters. Because many thousands of people (and
in Boston several thousand shelter facilities) are involved, the magnitude
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of the protlem would be overwhelming unless a methodical approach were
used. Since the total problem is essentially one of solving a great num-
ber of equations simultaneously,* it is necessary to develop an approach
which allows working on parts manageable in size and able to be solved
separately. It is also desirable to utilize a system easily understood
and accomplished by clerical personnel.

The remainder of this section will discuss a suggested method for
specific assignment, the information needed to use this approach, and
related data handling considerations.

-i

Several general considerations are important to the process of mak-
ing specific assignments. Assignments should be made by units of people
(e.g., buildings, floors of buildings, apartments, residences, companies,
and other organizational groups) rather than by individual names of A
people. Individual people in today's society are extremely mobile both
in their places of work and in the location of their homes. Therefore, J
an assignment based upon individuals would be almost impossible to keep I
current. Units of people are much more static in their location and are
reasonably stable in the number of people within each unit. 1

In performing specific assignments, no attempt should be made to
match exactly the number of people assigned to the rated capacity of a
shelter. The degree of accuracy in population and shelter data does not
Justify such precise matching. Moreover, in an actual alert, confusion
will occur, which will result in some people not seeking shelter and

others going to shelters to which they were not assigned. Furthermore,
a limited amount of shelter overcrowding is probably acceptable. Finally,
the problem of data manipulation is increased considerably by trying to
assign people in the same number as the capacity of a shelter.

Specific assignments should be made in a manner which tries to recog-
nize human behavior. Assignments which people would be unlikely to follow
during the actual alert are of little value. Street patterns, land use,

* The use of computer techniques for the assignment of people to shelter
was investigated briefly during the study. It was soon determined
that the problems of creating an adequate computer model were beyond
the scope of the current study.
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and various physical barriers must be analyzed when determining how
people would move to shelter. Common sense must be used in deciding whatpi assignments appear the most reasonable and practical.

The general criteria used in making assignments should be distance
of people from the shelter. People closest to a shelter should be as-
signed first rather than using a criterion such as "women and children

first." Such criteria are fraught with both practical and political

problems.

Policy Decisions Required before Making Specific Assignments

Two policy decisions are required before making specific assignments
, vupilc to shelter. , will 6ýpajaLW ýSzi±ivAn•Is be made for the

daytime and for the nighttime or will some other approach be taken? The
same problems and alternatives exist in this regard for specific assign-
ments as they do for general allocation of shelter space. Reference is
made, therefore, to the discussion concerning this issue in Scction IV.

Second, how will the assignment of the refuge shelter space with a
PF of 40-99 be handled? Since this space has a lower PF and is unstocked,
it is less desirable shelter than the space in the PF 100 and over cate-
gories. Nevertheless, in some sections of the city it will be necessary

to use all shelter space available even though some may be of lower grade.
Either of two approaches could be used. The PF 100 and over space could
be assigned first and the PF 40-99 space assigned afterwards. This
method would recognize that a difference in the desirability of certain

shelters exists and that people would not go to a lower grade shelter if
they thought they could get to higher quality shelter. The other approach
would be to assign PF 40-99 space and PF 100 and over space at the same
time, as if they were the same. The latter method might be desirable be-
cause of the political implications.

Steps in the Assignment Process

The method used in the actual making of specific assignments follows
certain steps, as outlined below.

A. General Analysis

1. Complete the analysis of general allocation outlined in Sec-

tion IV before beginning specific assignments. General analysis
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is necessary to determine the nature, magnitude, and location
of the shelter problems for the entire city. This knowledge is

required to break the city into meaningful parts so that spe-
cific assignments can be made.

2. Break the city into two basic parts--areas with insufficient

shelter and areas of excess shelter. The assignment problems

within these two areas are different and separate processes of
specific assignment will be used in each. The shelter limit

lines developed in Section IV and shown in Figures 14 and 15
provide the basis for this initial breakdown.

3. Subdivide the areas of insufficient and excess shelter into

smaller parts. This further breakdown should be done on the

bases of topography, natural and man-made barriers, voids of

people, and voids of shelter.

B. Assignment in Areas of Excess Shelter

1. Assignment in areas of excess shelter should be performed be-

fore assignments are made in areas of insufficient shelter so

that the line between these two areas can be defined more accu-
rately than was possible in the general allocation process.

2. Make assignments first for the special problem situations in
which the ability to move people is limited or in which an
assignment to a particular shelter is important to the over-all

CD program. Examples of these special situations are hospitals,
mental institutions, convalescent homes, prisons, and groups

such as fire departments, transportation companies, and communi-

cations organizations whose existence as operational units must

be maintained. After the special assignments have been nade,
the data showing the numbers of people and shelter spaces must
be changed to reflect these assignments.

3. Begin with one section of the area of excess shelter which had

been defined in step A-3. A map at a scale considerably larger

than that of the base map used in Section IV should be obtained
for the area of the city being analyzed. The map should be as

large as possible and still be physically manageable, because

a large amount of detailed information must be placed on this

map.
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t 4. Draw in the SL boundaries on the map and number each block

K within each standard location using the U.S. Census block num-

bers obtained from U.S. Census of Housing: 1960, Vol. III,

City Blocks. The tabular records which must be kept of the
sp~ecific assignments as they are made will be keyed to the SL

number and the city block number within the standard location.

The records and their format will be d<2cussed later in this

section.

S. Assign the people within each building to the shelter within

that particular building. The result for each building is ex-

cess shelter space, unsheltered people, or an approximate equal-
ity between shelter space and people. When the last situation

exists, the specific assignment process has been completed for

thaý building and the people in it.

6. Assign the unsheltered people within each block to excess shel-
ter space within that particular block. The result will be one

number for each block which indicates the condition of excess

shelter space, unsheltered people, or an approximate equality

between shelter space and people in the block. If this last

situation exists, the specific assignment process for that

particular block has been completed and can be so indicated on

the map.

7. The results of the preceding two steps is a map showing: the

city blocks for which an approximate equality between spaces
and assignments has resulted; the blocks still having excess

space and the amount of this space; and the blocks still having

unsheltered people and the number of unsheltered people. Color

coding can be used to show these conditions. The data are now
in a form which is more manageable for the next steps involving

the moving of people between city blocks. This process of data

condensation is shown graphically below.

DATA CONDENSATION IN A CITY BLOCK

S~300•

People 500 People 500Spaces

200 1,000 Spaces People
Spaces 400 Spaces

100 200 200 LL
People People People 100 100
200 100 200 paces People

Spaces Spaces Spaces,
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8. Group blocks together in a meaningful manner. The block group-

ings should not only make sense from the point of view of how

0 :people might move within the city but should also be arranged

so that the unsheltered population is equal to or less than the

shelter space within the block grouping. Two ways of grouping

blocks which are appropriate to their particular situations are

illustrated below.

POSSIBLE BLOCK GROUPINGS

Example 1 Example 2

Waterfront

~Excess ShelIter Space

• •,.• Prk Area

Excess Shelter Space --. ,I '

I \

I I

9. Within each block grouping, assign the unsheltered people to

the excess shelter space. These assignments should be made by
city blocks at this stage of the process, Assignments by build-

ings and parts of buildings within blocks will be made in a

later step. When making the assignments by blocks, people
should generally be moved to the nearest shelter when such a

shelter exists nearby. Otherwise, or when there is a choice of

several possible movements, people should be moved toward the
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J areas where there is a heavy concentration of excess shelter.

In this way, a greater amount of space will be made available
to the outlying areas of insufficient shelter. The time-
distance limitation (30 minutes, 1 mile for Boston) should, of
course, also be observed. These general criteria for movement

of people are illustrated below.

MOVEMENT OF BLOCKS Of: PEOPLE

erPeople People h e[

FINSFIIENT SHELTER EXCESS f S ER

10. Make the assignments for each of the block groupings until that
particular section of the city is complete. Then make whatever
adjustments are necessary among block groupings.

11. For each of the movements of unsheltered people in a block to

a block (or blocks) with excess shelter space, assignments must
now be made on a more specific basis. People in buildings or
parts of buildings must be assigned to space in specific build-

ings in the block to which they have been moved. To the extent

possible, assignments should be made in units or groups of people
which can be easily described (e.g. floor of a building, part of

a floor, or company).

12. Repeat steps B-3 through B-11 for other areas of excess capacity.
The end result will be a newly defined limit line showing the

limits of excess shelter; within the area so defined, assign-
ments of people to specific shelter will have been made. The

next step, in which people are informed of their shelter assign-
ments, will be discussed later.
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C. Assignment in Areas of Insufficient Shelter

In areas of insufficient shelter space, shelters generally will be
fewer in number, spaced farther apart, and smaller in capacity.
Generally, these areas of insufficient shelter space will be pre-
dominantly residential in character.

1. Assignments should be made in areas of insufficient shelter
space after assignments in areas of excess space. However, if I
for some reason it is felt necessary to solve both areas at the
same time, assignment in areas of insuffiieent space should I
begin in those sections of the city which are farthest from the .1
are"6s ý excess •pJ2.

2. Solve the special problem situations as in step B-2. I
3. Obtain large-scale maps for those areas in which shelters are

located. Maps are not needed where there is no shelter, since
it is impossible to assign people in these cases. Draw in SL
boundaries on the maps and number the blocks as done in
step B-4. Locate shelters on the map and indicate the capacity
of each shelter.

4. Start the specific assignment process in a section of the area II
with insufficient shelter as defined in step A-3.

5. Assign the people in a building to the shelter in that building. 11
6. When the remaining space in the shelter facility will not 3

accommodate the population of at least two neighboring blocks,
systematically assign people in adjacent buildings to the shel-
ter until the capacity is reached. A set of assignment rules
should be established to prevent accusations of partiality in
making the specific assignments. In the two examples illus-
trated below, the assignments have been made on a clockwise
basis.

I

I
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ASSIGNMENT OF PEOPLE TO SHELTERS WITH LIMITED CAPACITY

Example I Example 2

'I)

9 10

8 2 43 1

B Street S D Street >

6Building With Building With

Shelter Space Shelter Space

NOTE: Numbers indicate sequence In which buildings are
assigned to the shelter space.

7. When the space remaining in the shelter after completion of
step C-5 can accommodate the population of more than two neigh-

boring blocks:

a. Assign people in the block having the shelter to space in
that shelter.

b. Working outward in concentric circles or squares, assign
additional blocks of people to the shelter until its ca-
pacity is almost reached.

c. Assign the remaining spaces in the shelter in a systematic
manner as done in step C-6.

8. When several shelter facilities are located so they would drain

the same population area:

a. Consider the facilities as one shelter if located close
enough together (e.g., one or two blocks), Then estab-
lish the population area to be served, as in step C-7.
Assignment to specific shelters is made next by letting

each facility serve one section of the drainage area.
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b. Where the facilities are not located so that they can be
treated as one shelter, draw limit lines equidistant be-

tween the shelters. Then, beginning with the smallest

shelter, assign space to the people located within the
limit lines. Repeat the process for the next smallest

shelter, In this manner, people are assigned to shelters

until all shelters are filled. This process is illustrated

below.

i.L
ASSIGNMENT WHEN SEVERAL SHELTERS DRAIN SAME AREA

1. Draw lines equidistant n-Ar-mgo, zr,,u i will
from shelters

/.I. Limit Line I

Shelter

3. Assign next smallest shelter 4. Assign last shelter I

,[I

9. Repeat steps C-4 through C-8 for other sections of the insuf-
ficient shelter area until all assignments have been made. In
making the various assignments, the time-distance criteria and i
the factors affecting the movement of people must be taken into

consideration. I
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Information Required To Make Specific Assignments

I; r~A considerable amount of information is necessary to make specific
assignments to shelter. At the present time, a great deal of the needed
data must be obtained by the local CD organization.

Shelter Information

The exact location of the various shelter facilities can be deter-

mined from the A&E facility maps of Phase I, the shelter location map
I' developed in Section IV (Figure 5), and/or the street address of each

shelter listed in the facility printouts. The capacity and protection

fator for each shelter nRn hp retormlncrl from tho Pbhsf TT taCajct "y

printouts. The local CD records should show which facilities have been

licensed and are therefore usable.

Population Information

The population data provided by the A&E's is not usable for spe-

cific assignments because the smallest breakdown made is by standard lo-

* cation. Information in much greater detail is necessary to be able to

use the medrld suggested in this section. Both day and night population

figures are needed by city blocks, buildings within blocks, and in some

cases parts of buildings. Population statistics are not needed for those
areas where only makeshift shelter will be used. The population data do

not have to be extremely accurate, since only average figures are needed

(i.e., the number of people who normally would be at a particular loca-
tion during the day and at night). As a consequence, the use of esti-

mates is acceptable where necessary. The information, however, must be

quite specific as to the location of people.

In commercial and industrial areas, the population statistics can

be generated fairly easily. Questionnaires can be sent to all companies

and other organizations asking for the average number of employees and

visitors or customers and the location of these people in their facili-

ties by street address and floor of the building. The local real estate

board and the local building owners and managers association can be

helpful in providing lists of the tenants in office buildings. The

Chamber of Commerce and the State Department of Commerce can provide

lists of other companies to which questionnaires can be sent. Dun and

Bradstreet listings and the city directory are other possible sources.

Some of these sources may already have much of the needed information

in a usable form. Their support may also be enlisted to obtain the
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additional data required. After the questionnaires have been returned,
a door-to-door census can be used for those buildings from which data
have not been received.

In residential areas, the number of dwelling units per block can be
determined through visual inspection, A sample of these dwelling units,
by type of unit, can be taken in different sections of the city to de-
termine the average number of people in each uni/-. To obtain the total
population, the number of dwelling units in an area can then be multi-
plied by the average number of people expected in each unit. Aerial
photographs and tax records can be helpful in locating dwelling units.
Building inspectors' records may list the number of units in multifamily

structures. U.S. Census statistics provide data by city block but must
be adjusted Wlll,'t: LjzC rebiL~viALi~.l doinitI~nn wnui'ir -"'eIudke im-

portant segments of the population. In some cities, special censuses
are conducted by the police for other purposes which may also be adapt-
able to CD needs.-1

City Characteristics

The topographical maps, land use maps, and street maps provide the
information needed concerning the various city characteristics which
must be considered in making specific assignments. The data and maps
developed in Section IV provide the necessary basis for an over-all
understanding of the shelter problem.

Data Handling Considerations

A mass of data must be processed In order to make specific assign-
ments for an entire community. Moreover, records must be kept of all
the assignments made so that people can be told what shelter they have
been assigned to. Notices must be sent to the occupants of each build-
ing which has been assigned a shelter, stating the name and address of
the shelter facility to which building occupants have been assigned.
Records are also necessary for the periodic updating of the shelter as-
signments.

It is essential, therefore, that a data handling and record system
be established before making specific assignments. Each city probably
will want to develop a system which is most appropriate to its own
situation. However, the following could be used as the basis of the
record system.
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1. A file of 8-1/2 x 11-inch cards, one card for each city block,

could be prepared. On each card a small drawing of the blockI would be made to show the location of the buildings in that
block (Sanborn maps will show this information for the major

portion of a city, particularly the commercial and industriali areas). Each building would be assigned a letter on the draw-
ing which would key that building to a chart printed on the

card. The chart would list name, address, and key letter forT each building in the block. In addition, the population and

number of shelter spaces, if any, would be listed for each
I T building. Where excess space exists for a building, the names

of the buildings (or other units of people) assigned to this
space should be lis-ted along with the number of unsheltered

people in these buildings. Where unsheltered people exist, the
facility number of the shelter to which they have been assigned

is listed (plus the SL number and census block number where the
shelter facility is located). Each block card would be assigned
a number made up of its SL number and census block number. Ad-
ditional information could be entered on these cards as desired.

2. The large-scale maps used in making specific assignments on

which the SL and census block numbers are indicated could be
part of the record system. Shelter locations would also be
shown on these maps along with notations showing the major
movements of people to shelter.

3. Form letters which are used to issue the specific assignment
instructions can be incorporated in the records. These should
contain the names and addresses of the people to whom the let-
"ter is sent along with the names and addresses of the shelters

to which people have been assigned. These letters should be

V completed at the time specific assignments are being made and
data should be entered on the 8-1/2 X 11-inch record cards.
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VI OTHER CONSIDERATIONS BEARING ON THE SHELTER USE PLAN

As indicated in the introduction to this report, a shelter use plan
is a much broader and more encompassing plan than is a shelter allocation
plan. Although the allocation plan is probably the most complex and most
important part of the use plan, many other factors and problems must be
considered. For example, how is the federal suggestion for semiannual

S* inspection of the shelter supplies to be performed; in what manner should
the public be informed; and how should the allocation part of the plan
be coordinated with other communities? These factors must be considered
by the local CD organization. In some cases policy decisions will have
to be made, and the factors and decision must be integrated into the
over-all plan for utilizing And maintaining the community shelter system.
Only in this way will the system and shelters be ready for use if they
are needed and only in this way can an efficient or maximum use of avail-
able protection be accomplished.

The "Boston team" did not study in detail or extensively all cf the
factors and problems that must be considered. Most of them have been

- studied by other members of the staff participating in the over-all task
of studying community shelter systems, As stated earlier, the primary
"objective of the Boston team was to develop a shelter allocation plan.
However, the secondary objective was to identify and evaluate factorýs
or problems that are associated with the development and implementation
of a city-wide shelter use plan. Most of the factors or problems that
have been considered are related particularly to the allocation part of
the use plan, but all of them, as presented in this section of the report,
are relevant to placing the shelter use plan in operational readiness.

Finalizing and Updating the Allocation Plan

Licensing, Marking, and Stocking

Progress in licensing, marking, and stocking shelters has an im-
portant impact upon the shelter allocation and use plans. As noted
earlier, in the development of a shelter allocation plan in this study
it was assumed that all shelters identified during the Phase II survey
as having a PF of 100 or more and accommodating 50 or more people even-
tually would be licensed, marked, and stocked. The degree to which this
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has actually been accomplished has a direct effect upon the shelter al-

location plan and on placing the shelter use plan into operational readi-
ness.

During the early planning period when the shelter allocation plan
is being developed, the extent to which licensing, marking, and stocking
have occurred, the rate at which they are currently occurring, and the
estimated ultimate success in completing this effort must be considered.
The allocation plan should be based upon this estimate. At the time the j
plan has been completed and instructions are going to be made to the
public, the plan may.have to be modified slightly to reflect the actual
numbers and locations of available shelter spaces. In some cities, per-
haps only 50 percent of the spaces identified -" iet-iI.: the criý '..
"•Li.lly wiil be licensed, marked, and stocked. This determination must
be made by the individual community. The allocation plan must be based A
upon this number rather than on the number that would have been avail-
able had all building owners agreed to sign licenses.

Once the initial licensing, marking, and stocking program has been
completed, there will still need to be a continuing effort in this re-
gard. Admittedly, the level of effort will be lowered considerably but
the local CD organization in particular will need to update on a regular
basis. New buildings will be constructed that may contain potential
shelter--if the spaces are needed, licenses will have to be sought and
the facility will have to be marked and stocked. Also, as international
crises may develop, building owners originally reluctant to sign licenses
may change their minds. On the other hand, buildings containing stocked
shelter may be demolished (in Boston this is particularly true because
of current redevelopment projects), Also, building owners who have

signed licenses have the option of revoking the license at the end of
90 days, and some may take this option, For these reasons, a CD capa-

bility must be maintained for licensing, marking, and stocking that in-
cludes warehousing and equipment to handle the supplies. As new shelters
are obtained and original shelters are lost, the impact on the shelter
allocation plan must be evaluated. The plan must be modified to reflect
these changes, and the public must be informed where the modifications
affect previous instructions in seeking shelter.

The previous discussion also applies to "unstocked refuges" but to
a much lesser extent because not as many refuges will actually be marked,
and of course they will not be stocked.
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Upgrading Refuge and Shelter Spaces

In every community there probably will be some need to upgrade ex-

isting refuge and/or shelter space because some existing space is inade-

quate either in quality or quantity. In Phase II of the National Fallout

Shelter Survey, the A&E survey teams determined which facilities could

be upgraded, the extent to which they could be upgraded, and the estimated

cost of the improvements. They used criteria (primarily cost) established

by the federal government to make these determinations. The results of

* these determinations are contained in the data collection forms and

Phase II printouts; copies of both are being distributed to local CD

organizations.

C~neiaiiy, Lwo types o0 ijuip'ov=1.hnt66 U ca ý bc md.* Iii bliilLurs

meeting the PF criteria for stocking, improvements in the ventilating

system can allow significant increases in capacity (up to a factor of

about five, because poorly ventilated facilities are rated at 1 person

for each 500 cubic feet of air space and adequately ventilated facilities
are rated at 1 person for each 10 square feet of floor area). In refuges

not meeting PF criteria for stocking, improvements in shielding can in-

crease the PF, thus allowing refuges to become stocked shelters. Shield-

ing improvements can also increase the capacity in some cases.

Although present plans are not definite, the federal government may

assist financially in making these improvements at some time in the future.

It probably will be the responsibility of local CD organizations to de-

cide which facilities and how many facilities should be improved. This

determination will be relatively easy if the shelter allocation plan has

been kept current. Obviously the first facilities that should be im-

proved are those located in areas where "unsheltered people" exist--i.e.,

where makeshift refuges must be used in the first stage of the allocation

plan. The degree to which facilities should be improved in areas where

excess shelter spaces exist is dependent on how many persons will be able

to use the upgraded space during the first stage or during early move-

ments, such as those discussed in Case A of the second stage (Section III).

In Boston, upgrading should not be performed in the "downtown" area be-

cause more than an adequate amount of high quality space is available

now, if licensed. Of course, if a sufficient number of licenses are

denied, it is conceivable that some upgrading even in this area might

be warranted.

*In the survey, a third type of improvement is calculated, based upon

increased electrical capacity.
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Supplementing Federal Supplies

Although the problem of supplementing federal supplies was not a
specific part of the Boston team's study, it will be mentioned briefly
because it is so important. It is generally recognized by local CD or-
ganizations that federal supplies are barely minimum, but it is also im- j
portant for the local government and people to recognize this fact. The
local government might then authorize expenditures at least to supplement
the supplies so they are above minimum subsistence, and the people can
be informed as to which items to carry to shelter to suit their own par- -.

ticular needs. For example, the one quart of water per person per day

(containers for which are supplied by the federal government but which

must be filled locally) should be increased to at least two quarts. This

Cýaa bG dcflc by buying~ a.id uoiiig addil Ll.ý.iaa uon uici; ýj:*L ini~y .je

retained in the plumbing of some facilities for use in an emergency.
People with babies should be informed that no provisions have been sup-

plied, and they should bring diapers, baby food, etc. if they are desired.

There are many ways in which federal supplies need to be supplemented and

this can be done to varying degrees by the local community.

Internal Information Systems

Needs of the Local CD Organization

Data and information required by the CD planning group to develop
a shelter allocation plan, and sources of these data, have been discussed

in Sections III, IV, and V. Primarily, numerical data required include

day and night population estimates and potential shelter spaces available
for each standard location within the city. In addition, the location,
PF, and capacity of each shelter facility are needed. These data are
supposed to be distributed to the local CD organization in the form of -
detailed facility listings (printouts) and in summary listings (print-
outs) by standard location. During the research team's field work in
Boston, it was found that while the Civil Defense Department had received
the detailed listings it had not received the summary listings, at least
on Phase I data. Furthermore, the manner in which the detailed listing
was distributed made the determination of whether the complete listing
had been received an almost impossible task. Grouping of listings in
a methodical and realistic fashion--e.g., by standard location--alsa
would be an almost impossible task because data on individual facilities

in the same standard locations were often spread throughout several books
of listings. These observations by the research team are specifically
mentioned to point out the importance of having the local CD organization
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check carefully theedata provided as a result of the Phase I and II
S•ur eys. If there are questions or problems in understanding or find-

Jr ing certain data, the Army Corps of Engineers or Navy Bureau of Ships

and Docks which had contract administration responsibility over surveys

performed in the community should be consulted. In addition, the A&E

firms actually performing the survey can be consulted.

The specific data in the detailed and summary listings also should
be checked carefully by the local CD organization for discrepancies.
For example, the research team performing the study on Boston found that
the daytime population indicated on the Phase I summary printout for one

* of the standard locations was incorrect. The printout showed a popula-
tion figure of 99,999 for SL 29. Inasmuch as figures for other standard
Wu4&aLiuvis were nuL carried to this many sigai1canL ligures (most were

V rounded to the nearest 100 persons) this figure was suspect. A check
of the A&E written report proved this suspicion correct--the actual es-
timate of daytime population for this standard location was 151,250.
One possible reason for this error is that the printer was not programmed
for population figures of more than 5 digits. Another example of the
type of error that can occur was the finding by the research team that
some facilities not identified as suitable shelters by th A&E's

should have been. Specifically, no data were found for the subway tun-
T" nels approximately between Andrew and Broadway stations in South Boston

and between Fields Corner and Ashmont stations in Dorchester. There were
appropriate data for the stations themselves. Therefore, the research

team estimated the capacity for these tunnels, using a technique similar
to that used by the A&E's for subway tunnels in other parts of Boston;
cubic space was estimated from cross-section sketches and lengths of
these tunnels provided by the MTA and the 500 cubic feet per person
criterion was applied. This resulted in the addition of the following

number of PF 100 and over spaces:

Standard Additional

Location Spaces

61 2,627

69 3,179
106 2,312

136 1,056

These examples show that other cities should be cautioned that similar
errors may occur in their data.
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For cities the size of Boston, where there are thousands of people
and shelter spaces in dozens of standard locations, some type of sys-
tematic yet simple and practical method of handling large quantities
of data must be employed. Not only should the system suit the needs
of the CD planning group in analyzing and evaluating data to develop
an allocation plan and in actually allocating or assigning people to
shelter, but it should also allow for modifications and updating of
data. Furthermore, it should be suitable for keeping account of build-
ing owners' names and addresses; shelter addresses (if different from
the owners'); dates of licensing, marking, and stocking; dates of in-
specting supplies; and so on. Also, the system should allow easy access
to data; for example, when a person in a specific part of the city asks
for information on the nearest sheltei, this information should be r-dily
available.

It is recommended, therefore, that some type of card system be de-
veloped. At a minimum there should be one card for each facility having
stocked shelter, and these cards should be arranged by standard location.
It would be desirable to have duplicate or triplicate cards on each
facility sO that other useful groupings of cards could be made, such as
by PF. As an excellent example of the type and format of information
that should be included on the cards, a copy of the Facility Control
Card prepared by the State of California for use by cities and communi-
ties in the state is shown in Figure 17. Of course there are ways to
improve even this card system; for example, "key sort" cards could be
used, which make retrieval of cards according to different groupings

an even simpler task.

In addition to the individual facility card system, it is also
recommended that information be summarized by standard location and that
a similar card file be maintained or at least that an SL summary card
should head each group of facility cards in the facility card file.

Suggested Improvements in the Information Sent to Local Levels

The success of the over-all CD program and plans ultimately depends
upon the local CD organization. Therefore, the type and form of data
and information developed must be tailored to the needs of the local
level. They should not be tailored to needs of federal or state levels
merely to make summary reports of an entire state or the entire nation
more convenient unless the local level needs are also fulfilled. For
example, the local level must have a copy of the Phases I and II summary
printouts by standard location. In Boston, at least, it was found that
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sufficient copies for distribution had not been prepared for the groups
desiring them.

It was mentioned earlier that the local CD department is not always
able to determine when all data have been received and that organization
of the information is poor in that it is dispersed throughout the books,
at least in Phase I. It is suggested that some sort of checklist should
accompany information being distributed so that the local level can de-
termine whether it has all been received. It is also suggested that all
information pertaining to a standard location be included in one book,
even though there may be some delay in distributing the information.

The local level will spend more time in trying to correlate different
sources (books) of information than will be lost by a slight delay in
distribution.

In regard to the format of the data sent to local levels, it is
suggested that in addition to the Phase II facility printouts, the basic
information on each facility should be printed on cards or adhesive-
coated labels that could be placed on cards. A 5x8-inch card size
probably would be adequate. At least three copies of each should be
sent to the local level. This would save considerable time and money
at the local level, at a relatively small expenditure in time and money
at the federal level; it would provide the local level with a nearly
ready-made card file of facilities, based on tne Phase II survey. Sum-
mary printouts of information by standard location also could be prepared
directly on cards. The data prepared in this fashion should include most
of the information shown on the left-hand side and bottom of the Facility
Control Card shown in Figure 17. It would be relatively easy for the fed-
eral government to perform this service because the data are already on
computer tape or punched cards (used for preparing the regular printouts).
Some rearrangement of data might be required to fit more nearly a desir-
able format for a card, but this should not be difficult.

Coordination between CD Organizations and Other Groups

Relationship of the Various CD Levels

There is a strong requirement for coordination among CD levels. As
an example, the position of Boston relative to other levels is shown in
Figure 18. The Office of Civil Defense, acting through its regional
offices, must coordinate with the various states. The State of Massa-
chusetts, in this case, acting through its area offices and in turn
through sector offices (although in this case the Boston CD Department
is also the Sector IA Office) must coordinate with the various local
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FIGURE 18
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communities. The latter situation is not very different for most states.
Also, it is seen in Figure 18 that there are up to four levels between
the local CD organization and the Office of Civil Defense Headquarters.
The combination of three governmental jurisdictions and up to three levels
within each jurisdiction requires good coordination if strong ties are
to be retained between OCD requests and local level performance of these
requests,

Relationship of Locai CD Organizations

The need has already been described for having strong coordination £
among local CD organizations and thus among communities. Basically the

need is derived from the fact that ns1-r" political boundar~es do nct
affect the movement of people across these boundaries. Thus the shelter
use plan for one community must be coordinated with that of another.
Another example of needed coordination is in deciding how a tunnel be-
tween two communities should be used--if one decides to use "its half"
for sheltering people and the other decides to use "its half" in the
movement of emergency vehicles, the incompatibility of these two deci-
sions is obvious. Such impasses can only be resolved through coordination
and mutual agreements. The case used as an example here actually occurred
between two communities in California and has probably occurred elsewhere.

For a city the size of Boston, located in a large metropolitan area,
CD plans should be compatible throughout the entire area. This can be a
significant problem. In Boston, for example, the boundaries of the areas
and sectors (Figure 19) are such that metropolitan Boston (Standard Metro-
politan Statistical Area, SMSA, as defined in the 1960 Census) spans two
state Civil Defense Agency areas, eight state Civil Defense Agency sectors,
and 75 local CD departments or directors. The need for strong coordina-
tion is again emphasized.

Relationship of the Local CD Organization and Special Political
Subdivisions or Special Groups

The need for coordination also extends to special political sub-
divisions and special groups. For example, in Boston the transportation ¶
system is within the jurisdiction of the MTA. The MTA is separate from
Boston and other cities that it serves--it is a political subdivision;
furthermore, it has its own CD director. Because the subway system has
several hundred thousand shelter spaces, not only in Boston but also in
Cambridge, there must be coordination between MTA and these cities to
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develop shelter use plans that take full advantage of these spaces. While

this is perhaps the primary special political subdivision that Boston must
work with, others that may have a relationship to civil defense include

the Metropolitan District Commission, Metropolitan District Police, and
the Tunnel Authority. An example of the need for coordination with the

latter arises from the agreement the Department of the Army has made with

the Tunnel Authority to take over the Sumner and Callahan tunnels under
Boston Harbor for use in moving Army vehicles during an emergency. These
tunnels will be needed by the Boston Civil Defense Department for shelter-
ing people from East Boston. Probably the decision as to which use will
take place will have to occur within DOD, between the Department of the
Army and OCD, However, if the tunnels are to be used for sheltering

people, their integration into the shelter allocation plan will have to
be ,:.,•,rdinH wd oeLw.ýen Bostnn and the Tunnel Authority.

Almost every city and community will have groups, such as these

mentioned for Boston, that will have important effects on the develop-

ment of a shelter allocation and use plan.

Informing the Public

Informing the public is one of the most important functions of the

local CD organization. The extent to which the public is informed will

directly affect the ability to successfully implement the shelter alloca-

tion plan and thus maximize the saving of lives. Furthermore, the build-
ing of an adequate CD organization in terms of personnel and equipment

is in direct proportion to public recognition of this need and the ex-

penditure of funds demanded by the public to satisfy this need. The
success of the local CD organization's effort to inform the public will
depend upon its ability to plan the distribution of information psycho-

logically, both in terms of the timing of this distribution and in terms

of the type and form of the information distributed. Every international
crisis will provide the local CD organization with the opportunity to

further the cause of civil defense, and such opportunities must be taken
as a challenge. Eventually the public apathy that has existed will be

reduced and civil defense will become a practical reality.

Four major types of information should be imparted to the public.

General CD Background Information

The public needs to be given information answering general questions

such as: What is civil defense? Why is it needed? How does it operate?
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What are its various relationships, locally, state-wide, and nationwide?

The public also needs general information on how to survive; primer-type

information on radiation, fallout, blast damage, etc.; and life after a

/ : nuclear attack. Much of this type of information was made available to

the general public a year ago by the federal government, in a booklet

called "Fallout Protection--What to Know and Do about Nuclear Attack."

Obtaining this booklet, however, was left up to the initiative of the

individual, and probably over half the population has never heard of it.

Every family or individual in the city or community should be sent a

general background document such as this, and the importance of retaining

the document should be stressed.

Instructions on General Allocation of People to Shelter

The type of instructions that should be given to the public were

discussed in Section IV. The general allocation plan should be explained

to Lhe public in a simple fashion. Then, simple but direct instructions

should be given on how to use the plan. Every family and individual

should receive this information and there should be no question by any

individual as to what he should do if an alert is sounded. Publishing

these instructions in successive issues of several newspapers, inclusion

of a set of instructions in every issue of telephone directories, and
distribution through schools, churches, and civic groups are methods

that can be used to impart this knowledge to the public. It is impor-

tant to realize that issuance Pf these instructions should be made as
soon as possible after the plan is developed and adopted and the instruc-

tions are drafted. The local CD organization should not wait until a

specific assignment plan is developed. The specific assignment plan may
take many months to prepare, and in the interim, instructions on the gen-

eral allocation plan will be far superior to anything available currently.

Instructions on Specific Assignments of People to Shelter

The types of instructions to be given the public were discussed in

Section V. The methods of distributing these instructions include the

same methods used for distributing instructions on the general allocation

plans. In addition, the posting of instructions on each building (or in

the case of an apartment building, hotel, etc. in each room) showing the

specific assignment of occupants is advisable. The use of this technique

could be supported by a city ordnance requiring the posting, much as fire
instructions arc currently posted. Fire inspectors could be used to post

the CD instructions initially and for periodic inspection to assure the
instructions are still posted. Because the preparation of a complete
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specific assignment plan may take many months, the public should be in-
formed at the time general allocation instructions are given that work

on specific assignments is under way, Then as specific assignments for

specific areas of the city are completed, instructions on specific as-

signments can be given to the people in those areas. Other people should

Sbe kept informed as to the progress being made in preparing specific as-
signment plans for their areas.

Updating Previous Instructions and Maintaining a Receptive Public

These two things work hand in hand. It will be necessary to update

instructions on a periodic basis as new shelters are added and carlier

shelters are taken away. Furthermore, as progreqs is m-n in upgradinii

the over-all CD program the public should be informed, particularly as

it may affect them individually.

There are a number of techniques for maintaining a receptive public,

but primarily this will derive from being able to issue new information

or instructions at psychological times. Another technique is to have

special telecasts, news articles, etc. pertaining to civil defense.
Perhaps once a year there should be a "National Civil Defense Week"

where the programs and plans are promulgated. Another technique is

to work through schools, industry, churches, and civic groups such as

Boy Scouts, women's clubs, Kiwanis, and so on. Eventually civil defense

will be taken for granted, as it is today in many European countries

(such as Sweden), but in the meantime the American public must be in-
formed as to what they should do, where they should go, and what they

should take with them if the need arises.

In-Shelter Considerations

Although the Boston team did not include in the study any of these

considerations in depth, certain factors which have a direct impact as

a result of the shelter allocation plan will be mentioned briefly. The

importance of developing and adopting a shelter allocation plan as the

first step in preparing an over-all shelter use plan must be stressed.
While in-shelter considerations are important, they may involve detailed

study and perhaps months to finalize--in the meantime p-ople still will

need instructions for moving to shelter.
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Shelter Managers and Other Trained Individuals

To the extent feasible within the allocation plan, there should be

an attempt to allocate, at least to the major shelters, trained shelter

managers and other trained personnel such as doctors, nurses, and police.

This will be most difficult to accomplish to any degree within the first

stage of the plan, but in the second stage, depending upon time available

for movement, allocation of specific individuals with these backgrounds

should be possible. It is suggested that the local CD organization might

wish to develop a specific assignment plan for trained people such as

these, after the general alloca.ion plan has been developed, adopted,
and imparted to the public but prior to the development and adoption

Sspecific assignment plan for Lhe aeneral pubic. Thn advsntRqps

of having trained personnel in all shelters are obvious.

Many of the persons it will be desirable to mobilize and have avail-

able for assisting with in-shelter problems are already trained. They

will only need to have instructions on what would be expected of them

during an emergency. However, certain other individuals will not be

trained; most important of these is the shelter manager. Full advantage
should be taken of the federal courses in shelter management that are

being offered. Perhaps the best way to train managers once they have

been recruited is to send a nucleus of individuals to the federal courses

so that they can in turn Instruct their fellow recruits, who in turn can

instruct their fellow recruits, and so on. This technique would result

in obtaining a large number of shelter managers in a relatively short

time at a relatively low cost,

It is a decision for the local community as to what persons are re-
cruited to act as shelter managers. One city (Sacramento, California)

is already laying plans to use its policemen as shelter managers. It

is planned that each police officer will be trained in shelter manage-

ment and during his hours on duty will be assigned to a specific shelter

on his beat which he could always reach in case of alert. During off-

duty hours he would be assigned to a shelter near his home to act as
shelter manager in cases where there are not enough police on duty to

cover all shelters, or to act as backup to the police on duty.

The advantages of using police forces for shelter managers are

several. They are already accustomed to performing duties (often in

potential panic situations) in an objective, unemotional manner. They
are used to directing and controlling large groups of people, and the

fact that they are uniformed demands a certain respect from the general

public. Training police officers as shelter managers will be relatively
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easy to accomplish because taking courses is a part of their regular
police careers. Furthermore, many already have had training in the use

of radiation monitoring and communications equipment and all are familiar

with the writing and issuing of reports.

If a city does not find it desirable to follow the lead of Sacramento
in using the policemen as shelter managers, other persons could be used.
The city firemen could be used, for example; another possibility is use
of the National Guard or local Reserve units. The one problem in using
the latter groups is that they already may have been federalized or or-
dered to active duty at the time an attack occurs, if the emergency situa-
tion has developed over a poriod of several days or weeks. It should be
pointed out that the argument that police and fire personnel could not t

be used as shelter managers because they would be out performing thel- ,

usual emergency duties (putting out fires, directing traffic, quelling
riots, etc.) is not a valid one. These personnel also must be sheltered
from fallout if they are to survive, and in some respects it is even more

important that shelter be assured for these personnel so that they can

survive to hordle the many complex problems of post-attack movements of
people and ultimately of post-attack emergence from shelters.

Communications

It has been stressed that communications are a mandatory requirement
if the second stage of the shelter allocation plan is to function properly.

The type of communications network that will be required is depicted below.

COMMUNICATIONS EXTERNAL
MONITORING CETRINFORMATION

STATIONS mm+ Federal; State and
CoordnateOther Communities

Direc
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For directing movement of people, there must be two-way communications

between the center and shelters and between shelters. Primary reports

on radiation levels come from the monitoring stations, supplemented by

monitoring performed within the shelters. Information concerning the

magnitude and location of the attack comes from federal sources and from

other states and communities.

For the next year or two, the local CD organization probably will

have to rely on present mearts of communicating with shelters--radio and

TV networks and the telephone system. For purely fallout situations

these systems will probably be operative. As the CD program grows, less

reliance will need to be placed on these systems if an independent two-

way radio system is developed for use primarily by civil defense. Such

systems alrpedy ewiqt i roneo '!ti- among monitoring ztaticn5, other

emergency groups, and the CD communications center, but ultimately it

may be desirable to have every shelter tied in to the center by an in-

dependent system. If vehicles are to be used efficiently in the movement

of people in the second stage of the allocation plan, they also must be

tied into the communications network.

Decontamination

This consideration is mentioned specifically because in the type of

allocation plan proposed, post-fallout movement of people is a very likely
situation. Thus decontamination becomes much more important than if there

were no movement of people outside shelters for two to three weeks post-
fallout. The greatest difference that occurs in considering decontamina-

tion between very early and later times after the attack is in the need
for speed with which decontamination is performed. During early move-

ments of people to more adequate protection, radiation intensity from
O the fallout will be greater and it will be important to prevent contami-

nation as much as possible and to decontaminate people as soon as possible.
The use of plastic raingear outfits consisting of hat, coat, and shoes,

which sell for $4 to $5, would be most useful. Mass production of gear
specifically designed for this purpose (disposable, une-time use) would

reduce this cost even farther. Such outfits could be donned Just prior
to leaving inadequate refuge and could be discarded upon entering vehi-

cles transporting people to higher protection. Also, stocked shelters
should be equipped so that peoples' clothes could be changed and their

heads could be shaved, if necessary. No attempt will be made to discuss

other techniques of decontamination here. That is a separate study in

itself, not within the scope of the present study. The most important

conclusions to be derived from this brief discussion are that prevention
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of contamination and provision for decontamination are necessary within ]
shelters and that they must become an integral part of the allocation
plan.

The Local CD Organization

This topic was not studied in detail by the Boston team, but it is
discussed briefly to show that one of the most important functions of
the CD organization is that of acting as a coordinating agency. If this
coordination exists and able assistance is obtained from other city de-
partments and special groups, then additional CD personnel requirements
to develop, maintlin, and implement a shelter allocation and use plan

Relationship to Other City Departments -•

The most important coordination required is that between civil
defense and other city departments. In most cities it will be the
responsibility of the mayor or city manager to direct that this coor-

dination occur. In San Francisco, for example, the mayor ordered into
existence a CD operations plan that places specific responsibilities
for civil defense upon each city department. To satisfy these respon-
sibilities, each department developed an annex to the plan which pre-
scribes the CD duties and functions of the department and assigns per-
sonnel and equipment to perform these functions. These responsibilities
not only apply to the actual emergency but extend to developing and
maintaining plans.

Insofar as the shelter use plan is concerned, many of the city
departments could assist directly. Some of the ways in which specific
departments could assist are shown below:

The Fire Department could assist in initial stocking of shelters I
with supplies. Inasmuch as it already performs fire inspections on
buildings, it could also inspect shelter supplies to assure that they
are in order. It has already been mentioned that shelter managers could
be drawn from fire departments. In many cities, the fire department
could also assist in training personnel in the use of radiation monitor-
ing equipment.

The Police Department could assist in the collection of day and
night population data by block so that a specific assignment plan could
be developed. If appropriate forms and reporting techniques were employed,
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it would be relatively easy for each officer to perform a building-by-

building census of blocks within his "beat." The police department could
also provide shelter managers, as indicated previously. It could also
assist civil defense in planning for communications and solving problems
related thereto.

V The Public Works Department could assist in marking and stocking
shelters not only by providing equipment but also by loaning personnel.

The City Planning Department (in Boston, the RedevelopmenL Agency)
can be of significant assistance in the development of a shelter alloca-
tion plan and in performing the general allocation and specific assign-
ments of people to'shelters and refuges. This group should be more
familiar with the layout of the city--land use, natural and man-made

* barriers, ete,--tbpr. qr _ýhc 21n-alp orc'up~. !a~h L will "!so

have knowledge of buildings (perhaps containing shelter) to be demolished
and new buildings being constructed. It is also more familiar with the
use of maps for city planning and the "planning approach" than any other
group. Furthermore, it is perhaps better able to look at the over-all
problem in a broad perspective--city planners won't get bogged down in
the details of specific problems when this is not warranted. Therefore,
they could be of great assistance to CD planning officers in developing
movements of poople and the use of transportation nets.

The Public Welfare Department could be extremely useful in consider-
ing in-shelter plans and problems and in handling different types of
people.

No doubt there are other city departments from which civil defense
should seek assistance. Those discussed above serve only as examples.

Relationship to Special Groups

Other groups can be of assistance to civil defense in shelter use
planning. In most cases, these groups cannot be directed by the mayor
to provide assistance, but their cooperation can be elicited by the local
CD director. It will be to the advantage of most of these groups to
provide a reasonable amount of assistance and at least to coordinate
with Civil Defense in their planning. Some that may be especially im-
portant in this regard are:

Schools, churches, and civic groups can assist in the distribution
of CD information and instructions. Institutions of higher learning may

have individuals who can be of direct assistance to civil defense, in
planning or consulting.
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Hospitals and other institutions should be contacted and cooperated
with because they house people who may not be able to be moved any dis-
tance to shelter. Also, many of these institutions have large quantities
of shelter spaces, useful to house not only their own inhabitants but
also others. Such institutions should have their own CD and shelter
plans but they must be compatible with the city's plans (or vice versa).
These institutions may also be able to provide certain types of special-
ists useful to CD planning or useful for assisting in in-shelter and
post-attack problems.

Industrial organizations and local businesses- as in the case of
institutions, may have their own CD and shelter plans that should be
coordinated with city plans. Also they can be useful in the distribu-
tion of CD Information and instriictions to their •mployees and employees'
families. In some cases, they may be able to provide specialists to as-
sist the city CD organization in solving special problems. There must
be direct coordination with radio, television, and telephone companies 4
if their means of communication are to be used by civil defense during
emergencies. In the same way, if railroads are to be used for moving
people to shelters, a coordinated plan with the railroads must be pre-
pared. The same, of course, is true of other public transportation
systems--for example, the MTA in Boston was mentioned earlier.

Volunteer groups, and there are a number in most cities, might be
willing to volunteer time of their members. The use of volunteers should
be considered only if it is feasible and necessary.

Composition of CD Organization

The Basic Organization

There will be need, of course, for a basic: CD organization no
matter how much assistance is received from other city departments and
other groups. For a city the size of Boston, a basic CD organization
(exclusive of shelter use considerations) might consist of one each of
the following types of personnel (except that there should be three
secretaries):
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Director

Executive Assistant or Administrative Officer

Planning Officer Communications Officer

Training Officer Radiological Officer

Public Affairs Officer Accountant

Clerk

Secretaries (stenographic and typist)

Justification of the need for these types and numbers of personnel is

bpyend thc z;cnrp' of th1 1f1idy and will vary cnnsiderably from one city

to another.

Additional Requirements for Personnel To Develop and Maintain

a Shelter Use Plan

If a city the size of Boston has a basic CD organization such

as the one above and if a high degree of cooperation and assistance is

obtained from other city departments, then the additional personnel to

plan, place in operational readiness, and maintain a shelter use plan

might include:

1 Shelter officer (with a strong planning background)

1 Clerk typist

2 Materials handler- (or preferably 4, at half-time each)

The addition of these personnel to the basic CD organization

might cost from $30,000 to $35,000 per year in operating expenses (in-
cluding equipment and supplies). If there were no assistance from other

city departments in the form of personnel and equipment, the cost might

run two to three times this amount.

The p.rsonnel and costs indicated here are only for maintaining

the plan--this does not include developing the plan, initial licensing,

marking and stocking, and so on. The additional burden in terms of per-

sonnel and equipment for the latter can be absorbed by assistance ob-

tained from othav groups mentioned earlier. It was not within the scope
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of this present study to determine in detail the expected cost in terms

of dollars or man-hours. To provide one point of reference, it might be
noted that the allocation plan developed by the Boston team, including

derivation of the method of general allocation, consumed approximately
four man-months, divided about equally among two professional researchers
and one research assistant.

13
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VII GENERALIZING THE ALLOCATION PLAN FOR USE

BY OTHER COMMUNITIES

The allocation plan developed in this study was tailored to the
City of Boston and its needs. The method used in general allocation and
specific assignment of people to shelter was also based upon Boston.
Therefore, while this plan and these methods are believed appropriate
for that city, they may be appropriate only to a degree in other commu-

nities. There is no one plan and method that is entirely appropriate
for nationwide use. However, the planning approach used in developing
an R11loRtinn )p]n And the general methnd suggeeted In thiq rpnnrt are
appropriate to all cities and communities. There are certain factors
which must be considered, certain problems which must be evaluated and
solved, and certain aspects of civil defense that must be integrated in
order to formulate a proper plan and develop an appropriate method.

There are probably a few cities and communities which will approach
the situation in Boston closely enough so that the plan and method used
in this study will be directly applicable or applicable with slight modi-
fication. The impact of a continuing CD program is that this plan and
method will become applicable to more and more cities and communities in
the future. This is expected because the upgrading of low PF facilities
to meet the criteria for federal stocking and the upgrading of existing
shelters to hold more people, e.g., through increased ventilation, will
result in more cities and communities having an adequate number of spaces
to shelter their peak populations.

Some considerations regarding the generalization of the Boston allo-
cation plan for use by other communities will be discussed in terms of:
character and layout of the city, relationship to potential targets, and
number and distribution of shelter spaces.

Character and Layout of the City

In generalizing the plan developed for Boston, consideration must
be given to the city's age, size, population density and distribution,
topography, and so on, Boston is a high-cZ.4nsity ci.ty with large fluctua-
tions in population between day and night. The major natural barrier to
the movement of people is water. The city's age and the type of construc-
tion allow for the use of home basements as sheltcr. Admittedly this is
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a poor choice of shelter if better PF space is available, but it is better

than no shelter. Many communities do not have home basements to fall

back on--thus they cannot satisfy a major premise of the Boston plan,

which is that every person should have a plan or destination that affords

some degree of protection and therefore a reasonable chance of survival.

The layout of the city and population density are such that the only

feasible mode of traveling in the short time available is by walking.

Communities with low population densities and many wide roads or high-

ways might be able to move people by automobile. On the other hand,
Boston's transportation net is extensive and its use makes it feasible

to move people in post-fallout sorties to areas of higher protection.

Many communities do not have any public transportation nets at all or

else they are limited to buses. Boston is relatively flat in its topo-

graphy and movement of people on foot is accomplished quite readily;

ii-ai bo 1t.1"Y lic l.i, iiivuUx~aLiu ipU LJ.~Lcu.ii wiva-Lu ýh vL~iJy 1 tAb4.*U.L

movement by foot is downhill. These considerations are only examples of

how the general character and layout of a city must be considered if the

Boston plan is to be used in other cities.

Relationship to Potential Targets

In attempting to generalize the allocation plan developed for Boston,
proximity to potential targets is probably one of the most important con-
siderations. The plan for Boston is formulated to take into account the
worst fallout situation (in the realization that Boston itself may be the

target). Some communities are 100 miles or more away from the nearest
target in all but the most unrealistic case, and the use of a two-stage
plan would not be appropriate. Other communities may be situated so that
protection from fallout would not even be required. If there is any ques-

tion as to whether a city or a community is near a target, planning
should be for the worst situation. This would include all major centers

of population, centers of major defense or other industries, and communi-

ties adjacent to major military installations.

Number and Distribution of Shelter Spaces

This Is probably one of the first determinations to be made by any
city or community in allocating or assigning people to fallout shelters.
The relationship of population to shelter spaces must be determined and

the general method used in this study can be employed. Obviously, if a
community has only a dozen shelters or so, such a complex method is not

warranted. If a city determines that it has an adequate number of spaces
to shelter its entire population, then it is necessary to determine if
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] the distribution of spaces is such that a two-stage plan is warranted.

If the distribution is uniform in relation to population of if the time-

distance relationship is such that people can get to the spaces, even

though the distribution is less than ideal, a two-stage plan is not war-

ranted.

Currently, Boston is one of only a dozen or so cities that finds it-

self in the fortunate position of having enough shelter space meeting the

criteria for stocking to accommodate its entire population. As mentioned

earlier, more communities will reach this position through the upgrading

of shelters in the continuing CD program. In the meantime, however, a

community may decide to lower the criteria both in terms of PF and capa-

city to the point where the entire population will be sheltered in some

fashion. In this case the distribution of this RnpnA in reintin trc

population will still have to be performed and a decision will have to
be made as to whether a two-stage shelter allocation plan should be used.

It should be noted, however, that the present CD program does not allow

for stocking these low PF or low-capacity shelters with federal supplies.

The local community must arrange its own stocking if it is desired.

0
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Office of Civil Defense, Region One, Harvard, Massachusetts

Alexander A. Morrissette, Director
N. P. Fallon, Deputy Director
G. R. Thompson, Shelter Engineer
"Allan B. Dick, Shelter Officer

John N. Levens, Field Representative for Massachusetts

Max W. Rote, Jr.
Mr. Black

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New England Division, Waltham

Joseph McManamin, Contracts Officer
Walter Donle, Contracts Officer

Massachusetts State Civil Defense Agency, Natick

Gen. John J. Maginnis, Director
George Burroughs, Deputy Director
Charles W. Smith, Shelter Officer
Basil Kontoyianes, Assistant Shelter Officer
Margaret M. Lanigan, Welfare Officer
Harold J. Magee, Commodity Supply Officer
T. P. Coates, Resources & Management Officer
Arthur Mackay, Transportation Officer

Stanley Ritter, Warden Service Officer

Leo M. Linehan, Economic Stabilization Officer
Leigh M. Nisbet, Intelligence Officer

Massachusetts State Civil Defense Agency, Area One Office, Topsfield

John Lovering, Director

Col. C. H. McLeod, Deputy Director

City of Boston

Department of the Mayor

Hon. John F. Collins, Mayor
William J. Devine, Assistant Secretary

Richard J. Sinnott, Director of Public Information
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City of Boston (cont.)

Civil Defense Department

Gen. Charles W. Sweeney, Director

Waldo Pisco, Deputy Director

Thomas S. Maloney, Planning Officer

Samuel Risman, Warning Officer

Joseph Kelley, Assistant Radiological Officer
0

Fire Department

Thomas J. Griffin, Commissioner
John F. Howard, Chief of Sbaff

William A. Terrenzi, Chief

John E. Clougherty, Chief, Fire Prevention
Edward J. Gaughan, Deputy Fire Chief

Charles F. Freiberg, Fire Lieutenant

George R. Haines, Fire Lieutenant
George L. Rooney, Fire Lieutenant

Police Department

Edward L. McNamara, Colibzibsioner

Capt. Hogan, Disaster & Emergency Planning

James Buchanan, Lieutenant

Redevelopment Authority

John McMorrow, Administrative Director

Henry Brinkers, Chief Planner

Building Department

J. F. Kelleher, Building Inspector

Traffic Department

0 Patrick F. Tierney, Primary Traffic Engineer

School Department

Louis Welch, Assistant Superintendent

Metropolitan Transit Authority

Col. William A. Whelton, Civil Defense Director
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Massachusetts State Department of Commerce

Fred Fallon, Division of Planning

1 Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce

Daniel A. Ahern
Cy Minty

The Planning Services Group, Cambridge

Norman A. Abend

7 1Anderson Nichols and Co., Inc.

Leroy Long

Fay, Spofford and Thorndike, Inc.

W. J. Hallahan

Gillette Safety Razor Co.

Steven Griffin, First Vice President

Walter Bowen, Civil Defense Officer
Mr. Brian, Operations Manager

John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co.

Gerhardt D. Bleicken, Executive Vice President
Col. Wood, Civil Defense Director
Arthur Driscoll, Shelter Officer
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Appendix C

IMPLICATIONS OF OCD DECISION TO MARK PF 40-99 SPACE

During November 1962, OCD changed its criteria for marking shelters
from a minimurm PF of 100 t3 a minimum PF of 40. The study of the City
of Boston was almost completed before this change was made; therefore,
this report was written on the assumption that only shelters with a mini-
mum PF of 100 would be marked with the federal CD shelter sign. Where
it .as ne.cesaiy Lu abo 1th•lte- with a Pr lower Lhan 100, it was planned
that the local CD organization would mark these shelters with a sign dif-
ferent from the regular shelter sign. The use of the term "unstocked
refuge" to denote these lower grade shelters was proposed.

The decision of OCD to mark all shelte:.' with a PF of 40 and over has
many implications both for the City of Boston and for the shelter plan
proposed in this report. In Boston the shelters in the PF 40-99 range
are located primarily in the same places as are the PF 100 and over shel-
ters. Eighty-nine percent of all the PF 100 and over space in Boston is
located in only 29 standard locations. For each of these standard loca-
tions, the amount of PF 100 and over space is greater than its peak popu-
lation. These same standard locations, however, also have 75 percent of
all the PF 40-69 space and 69 percent of the PF 70-99 space. Moreover,
the remainder of the PF 40-99 space is largely located in standard loca-
tions which are contiguous to standard locations with excess PF 100 and
over space. Therefore, the addition of PF 40-99 facilities does not help
to any great extent the problem of shelter space not being distributed
properly in relation to the population. By the wholesale addition of PF
40-99 space, more space is added to those areas which already have ade-
quate shelter and the areas of insufficient shelter are not helped
significantly,

When people are given enough time to travel up to 1 mile in order to
reach shelters, the utilization of space is as follows:
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PF 100 and Over PF 40-99
Space Used Space Used

Daytime 53% 10%

Nighttime 33 11

As can be seen, only a very small portion of the space in the PF 40-99
range would be used. If time were available to travel a distance greater
than 1 mile, the proportion of PF 40-99 space used would still be quite
small. Generally, the location of the different grades of shelter is such
that, if PF 40-99 shelters can be reached, space in PF 100 and over shel-
ters can be reached also. Furthermore, in Boston there is enough space of
PF 100 and uvei Lu aveommodate the entire population.

It can be seen, therefore, that the marking of all shelters with a
minimum PF of 40 is not appropriate for the City of Boston. Because the
difference in the desirability of shelter would not be indicated under
the new marking instructions, many people would go to poor shelter when
they could just as easily have gone to shelter of a higher quality. More-
over, even though all the shelters would be marked the same, pres3nt plans
are to stock only those shelters with a minimum PF of 100. This apparent
discrimination as to which shelters will be stocked can be expected to
result in confusion and an increase in the public misunderstanding of the
CD program. -r

These problems can be alleviated somewhat if the local CD orfaniza- -

tion does not license and mark those shelters which it does not need nor
want to be used. However, much of the PF 40-99 space is located in the

same building or facility as the PF 100 ind over space. Even though the
local CD organization might want to use only the PF 100 and over space in
a particular facility, present instructions to the Army Engineers when I
posting the signs are that the total number of spaces in the PF 40 and
over range shall be listed as the shelter capacity on the sign. T

In addition to the above problems, the OCD decision concerning mark-
ing also affects the two-stage shelter allocation plan proposed in this
report. The proposed plan adopts the concept of using low-grade unstocked
shelters as refuges or temporary shelters until such time as people can
be relocated in stocked shelters or areas with a higher protection. In
cases of pre-fallout movement, time may be relatively short; therefore it
may be desirable to issue instructions to the people in a very simple fash-
ion, for example "those persons in area x who are in refuges, proceed to

stocked shelters in Area Y." The OCD decision complicates such a plan
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since people would not know whether they were in a refuge and should move
to better shelter. A similar problem could arise in post-fallout move-

ments. The local CD organization can solve this particular problem by
posting additional signs next to the federal shelter signs which add the
word "refuge." If the differences in shelter desirability are not indi-
cated in some manner, the methods used in this report to assign people to
shelter will have to be revised slightly to reflect the changed criteria
for marking shelters.

1
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Appendix D

SRI DATA HANDLING

Treatment of Raw Data

At the time this study was undertaken, Phase I1 of the National Fall-

out Shelter Survey had not been completed. Discussions were held with the
Army Corps of Engineers, New England Division, which has responsibility

over the survey performed in Boston; it was concludea tuat utilization

of Phase I survey data pertaining to shelter spaces might result in gross
misconceptions--perhaps even in the development of an allocation plan

that would not meet the true facts. Phase II shelter data should be em-
ployed if at all possible because of their relative superiority over simi-

lar data distributed from Phase I.

The only Phase II information available to the research team at the
time data analysis began was the marking sketches. These sketches out-
line the shelter areas within facilities having shelters and give shel-

ter spaces (capacities) of these areas. Sketches were prepared only for

areas having a PFof 100 or more. Some facilities have only one shelter area
but most facilities in Boston have several--some have as many as 25. The
facility number in which the shelter area exists and the SL number in
which the facility exists were also included on each marking sketch. An
early decision, therefore, was that marking sketches should be used as the

basic source of Phase II shelter data. However, they would only provide
data on PF 100 and over space. To obtain data on space of lower PF and
to obtain data on peak daytime and nighttime population estimates, the
Phase I summary printouts would have to be used. It was therefore decided
also to take the data on PF 100 and over space to compare with the Phase II
data. Because Phase I data were developed only for building facilities
(i.e., only potential shelters in buildings wero surveyed in Phase I), and

because Phase II data also included special facilities (i.e., tunnels,
subway stations, underground garages), the marking sketches were also used

to differentiate between building facilities and special facilities. The
volume of data and extent to which they would be handled led to the deci-
sion to use punched cards for accumulating and summarizing the data. It
was recognized that most local CD organizations probably could not use

this technique, but they would not have to--the same data SRI developed
by use of punched cards will be available on Phase II printouts to local
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CD organizations. The raw data put into punched cards and the summari-
zation of these data are indicated in Figure 20. This figure is self-

explanatory and provides a nearly complete description of the task
performed.

Analyses

Four general types of analyses were performed using the punched
cards. In the first analysis, the shelter facility deck was sorted and
printed with appropriate subtotals being made to determine the character-
istics of number and size of shelter facilities. The net result of this
analysis was discussed in the main text of the report (Section III and

i.nowledgc of thc distribut1io:1 of shelter faciliti'-,
by size was helpful in understanding the over-all shelter situation in

Boston.

The second analysis also involved the shelter facility deck and was
* also discussed in Section III. The listing of shelter facilities in se-

quence by facility number was the basis (combined with the Phase I shel-
ter location maps prepared by the AME's) for developing a shelter location
map in Phast II (Figure 5) and for showing the size range of these
facilities.

The third analysis performed and the most important one to this study
was the cal~wlation of differences between population and shelter spaces
for each standard location. This calculation was performed and printed
automatically from the final standard location punched card deck. Although
this calculation was performed automatically on the punched card printer,

it must be emphasized again that this could have been accomplished with-
out much more difficulty manually, had the Phase II standard location

summaries been available at the time. The use of these different calcu-
lations (excess shelter spaces or unsheltered people) has been discussed
in Section III and results were shown in Table II.

The fourth analysis performed was a comparison of Phase I and Phase II
data. It was desirable to perform this analysis to determine how serious
the discrepancy might be between Phase I and Phase II data, especially be-
cause utilization of space with a PF less than 100 would be required in
the allocation plan. The final SL deck, containing data from both phases,
was used to perform this analysis. Data preparation consisted of calcu-
lating and printing the subtracted difference between number of PF 100 and
over building facility spaces derived in Phase I and those derived in
Phase II for each standard location. The differences noted were very large
and it was then decided to calculate ratios of the number of spaces found
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FIGURE 20

INFORMATION CONTENT AND FLOW USED BY SRI
TO PERFORM THE STUDY

RAW DATA

FROM PHASE It SKETCHES
PUNCHED CARDS

Standard Location Number One for Each Shelter Area

SType of Facility (Building or Special) 4600 CardsECK
Number of Shelter Spaces

Summarized 
by

RAWD J DFacility Number

FROM PHASE I SUMMARY PRINTOUT
Standard Location Number R
Census Tract Number
Resident Population PUNCHED CARDS
Peak Day Population One for Each Facility FACILITY
Peak Night PopulationSpaces In PF 40-69 

1270 Cards DC

Spaces in PF 7n-99 

,

Number of Buildings, PF 100 and Over
Spaces In Buildings, PF 100 and Over

SSummarized by

Standard Location

PUNCHED CARDS . PUNCHED CARDS
One for Each Standard , One for Each Standard . STANDARD

Location Location LOCATION

16 Cards 156 CardsDEK

J 

MERGED

PUNC ED CARDS

OnC StonEach Standard insitte
LocationI 

STANDARD
LocationLOCATION

156 Cards I -- DECK

SOURCEt Stanfordl Research Institute.
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in Phase I to those found in Phase II for each standard location. The
average ratio for 153 standard locations was determined to be 0.86; i.e.,

on the average only 86 percent of the spaces found in Phase II had also
been found in Phase I. (This ratio does not include three standard lo-

cations for which the discrepancy was so great that it biased the aver-
age ratio by more than 10 percent.) Next, the difference between this
average ratio and the individual ratios for each standard location was
calculated and squared, The square root of the sum of the squares di-

vided by the number of squares was then calculated to determine the vari- 1
ance. This variance gives an indication of the reliability of the data.
The result is that the true average ratio is 0.86 1 0.77. This means
that on the average the number of spaces for any standard location in
Phase I would only be 86 percent of those determined in Phase II and the
average error in this determination would be 1 77 percent. Indeed, the

original statement by the Army Corps of Engineers that Phase I data would
be grossly inaccurate compared to Phase II data is substantiated by fact.

A comparison of the number of facilities and number of spaces in

various Pk ranges between Phase I and Phase II is summarized in the fol-

lowing tabulations.

Phase I Data
PF PF PF 100

40-69 70-99 & Over

No. of facilities .... 2,057

No. of spaces 1,000,713 435,633 1,208,150

Phase II Data

(PF 100 & Over Only)

Buildings Special Total

No. of facilities 1,199 175 1,274

No. of spaces 1,331,554 108,471 1,440,025

* Not available in the data on hand.
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The differences between Phase I and Phase II data in the number of

facilities and in number of spaces available (PF 100 and over) in build-

ing facilities, are readily observed in these tabulations. There are
several reasons for this difference. Perhaps the major reason is that
in Phase I the PF determinations were calculated on a central computer,
which did not allow for "exceptions," whereas in Phase II the PF deter-

minations from Phase I were adjusted as necessary by the A&E's at the
time they were performing the survey. Also in Phase I, data were often
estimated based on Sanborn maps and windshield surveys. In Phase II
actual visits were made to every facility having potential. shelter space.

In several cases admittance to buildings was denied by the owner, and

those buildings were therefore not included cven though there was fair
assurance that PF 100 and over shelters existed. Other reasons have

also been offered as to why these differepc artse.
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